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society

honest, unbelief will

Active doubt

schools.

is

a

be

mental

exercise, but credulity enfeebles the brain.

Doubt arms

us against impostors, while superstitious

trust, like a

confidence operator, cajoles

may

federates

victim in order that con-

its

cheat the soul of

freedom.

its

is

This

based on evidence such as courts require.

It

faith

the

is

darkness

lectual

stitions

—

fail

not,

Not

and

for

all

upon
Gibeon. Faith in wisdom is moral science, for we have
learned that as the world grows wiser it grows better.
Out of this learning springs belief in a nobler manhood
growing up, in a larger liberty and a better law. This
all

the saints will the sun stand

natural and scientific faith

dark

faith

which

is

is

shining contrast to that

in

" counted

serves as a substitute for

for

There

it.

still

Above
aid

a spurious virtue

called faith, born in the cloisters, and therefore blind, like

the fishes in

the

Mammoth

because they have no

light.

trust in other people's gifts;

Cave, whichoneed not eyes
This faith is an imbecile
the

in

medicinemen who

profess to cure souls; in fable, miracle and hearsay; a

mischievous deception persuading

more

too, that the

greater

the merit in believing

is

who have
If the

children, and big

it.

" Blessed are they

him

mind were
life

visible like the

body and could

the marks of early

ill

of our souls would be found covered

usage,

all

how

over with

marks of a religious discipline
which taught us how unlawful it was to reason, and that
Like the feet of Chinese chilto doubt was mortal sin.
dren, our minds were crippled in infancy, and many of
them have been lame ever since. They are not as useful to us as they woidd have been if strengthened in
The
childhood by the healthful exercise of doubt.

bruises

priests

and

who

Sunday

them that God has no use for
the moral government of the world.

in

a lie to

They

the vital principle of

is

all

its

discovery the sublimest achievement of

credulity

may be a condition of weak and imbemay be a state of stubborn and con-

wisdom.

As

doubt

calm

judicial opinion

evidence offered

The

is

soft-headed

that

mental

which declares

that the

doubt

Rational

contradiction.

poise, that

is

incompetent, incredible, or insufficient.
fool

that he hears;

the

testimony but his own.

He

He

will

believes

hard-headed fool rejects

all

all

own

believes nothing outside his

experience.

ask you to believe his account of some wonderful occurrence, although he candidly says that
it

he would not have believed

There

are

two kinds of

Sacred history

is

it

he had not seen

if

himself.

history, sacred

and profane.

the history of that which never hap-

Profane history is the history of that which did
happen or might have happened. So long as a narrative remains probable, or even possible, it is profane
When it reaches that stage of development
history.
where it becomes impossible, supernatural, and a miracle,
pened.

expelled from profane history.

it is

of existence altogether or

The

histories

It either

passes out

becomes " sacred."

which our children study

at school, are

stimulants to the imagination, and like other stimulants

not seen, and yet have believed."

carry to the end of

many

little

incredible the story the

children,

They should

things they should be taught in the

all

morality, and

righteousness," and
is

fables and super-

schools and out of

ceited

trust in the infallible

all

be advised to doubt hearsay and to analyze evidence.

her truth abideth forever.

the prayers of

is

historical, religious or political.

cile assent, so

is

tain

a help to our salvation.

Children should be warned against

knowledge, the condensed experience of
growth
thousands of years, for Nature knows not caprice, and
It

1

intel-

of

Almanac, whose promises of sun and moon
whose prophecies will surely be fulfilled.

now, and o

they taught us the danger of reasoning, and that

should be taught that truth

Rational faith stimulates to moral work.

cts.

when

the guardian of truth, warning us forever against

fraud.
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first
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us from our sins, ought to confess to us
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2,

scars, the

heard our childish confessions, and absolved

they

become dangerous

moral instruction
ation, yet

it

children in
false

may

While valuable

from the real, the
Mr. Dickens has given us a verj

separating the fanciful

from the
is

excess.

should be the duty of the teachers to aid the

true.

unpleasant person in
there

in

be imparted through the imagin-

a grain of

Thomas Gradgrind,

wisdom

in

but after

all,

demand

for

his obstinate

" facts."
historical statements are improbable in themand some are improbable because of outside
Thus, we are informed that once upon
circumstances.

Some

selves;

7
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16

a time

some envious person informed Mr. Lincoln

that

The
Gen. Grant was in the habit of getting drunk.
President answered that he wished his other generals
would drink the same kind of liquor. This story is not
improbable in itself, but when we read in English history the same anecdote of George the Second and Gen.

COURT.
sese

esset,

venit, ilium

same answer

that Spotted

tary of the Interior.

us that at the beginning of the

in the Latin tongue.

it

in his "

;

Memoirs,"

tells

Colonel in Washington that just after the
battle of Bull Run an officer of a New York regiment
cirne to him and said that his time was out, and that he

war he was

a

of this threat to the President,
if

Col.

trust
fire

Sherman

him, for

story

I

said

who answered

he would shoot you,

would do

believe he

must be rejected

as

cause an officer intending to desert
his

Colonel about

and

it,

if

it."

improbable
is

:

" Well,

I

wouldn't

The

speech of Ariovistus.
it

is

more

the

sent to

Secre-

York

criticism

is

unsound, because

likely that Spotted Tail accidentally adopted

the answer of Ariovistus, than that he should be learned

The mixture
fable

which

of mythology and legend, of fact and

constitutes ancient history, requires great

discrimination in the reading of

and teachers can ren-

it,

der valuable service to their pupils

if,

instead of exciting

within them the love of the marvellous, they will teach

them

to discriminate

tory

must be

may

Much of ancient hishow entertaining or

and doubt.

rejected,

no matter

be; not only that of the primitive

This camp-

delightful

in itself, be-

nations, Assyria,

Babylon and Egypt, stretching away

back

to the

dawn

that

of the

not likely to

tell

the Colonel should threaten

him, the officer would not have the impudence to

believe,

States; and if he did, the President

Rome.
The

so positively of a

Carthage

would hardly speak
mere Colonel, who, as yet, had made

no reputation whatever.
The story must be rejected for the other reason

it

very

Queen Dido and

history of

evidently

is

intending to found a
also.

Unfortunately for Gen. Sherman the same anecdote

is

of historic civilization, but also

'more modern, and as we are taught to
the more enlightened nations of Greece and

carry the matter in person to the President of the United

to shoot

Tail

A newspaper critic in New

thereupon accused Spotted Tail of plagiarizing from the

;

was going home. Col. Sherman told him that if he dared
The officer complained
to leave he would shoot him.

the Ger-

ad eum venturum fuisse; si quid ille se
ad se venire oportere" which is the very

becomes doubtful especially when we can
trace it back "through all the centuries," to the time of
Alexander the Great, where the trail of it is lost in the
chaparral of tradition.
Some history shows both defects. Gen. Sherman,
Wolfe,

King of

certain occasion he sent to Ariovistus,

mans, and requested an interview with him. Ariovistus
returned this answer, " Si quid if si a Cccsarc opus

a childish

new

the

founding of

A

fable.

woman,

empire, emigrates to a foreign

country and bargains with the inhabitants for a lease of
so

much

land as could be covered with a bullock's hide;

Gen. Crawford, who commanded a division
under Lord Wellington in Spain. He threatened to
shoot a contractor, should he not supply shoes for the
The contractor appealed to
division by a certain day.

then she cheats the grantors by cutting the hide into

Lord Wellington, who assured him that Gen. Crawford
had no authority to shoot him, but, he added, "If I
were you I would have the shoes ready, for if CrawThe same inciford said he would shoot you, he will."
dent is related of Julius Caesar and Gen. Titus Labienus,
and of several other generals in ancient and modern

laid out,

which

maritime

city o;i the

related of

very fine

strips,

mere

fiddle strings, in fact,

which en-

close a much larger territory than the grantors intended
Upon this bit of ground the new capital is
to convey.
in

due time

become the

will

greatest

globe

The above specimen

of ancient history taken from

the school books presents a fine opportunity for a con-

Here he may do some

scientious teacher.

work

excellent

in presenting to the scholars the improbability of

times.

the story, and the dishonest character of the bargain on

Children studying history should be advised that their
doubts ought not to be more unreasonable than the

the part of

Some

statements doubted.

time ago there was a noted

Indian Chief in the western country, by the

Spotted Tail

— he

now, fortunately,
who was engaged

is

—

in

name

of

happy

the

in controversy
hunting grounds
with the United States government, about his reservation, or his rations, or something; and the Secretary of

the Interior sent

word

to

him

to

come

to

Washington,

and present his complaint in person. To this invitation
the noble son of the forest replied, that if he needed anything

him.

he would go to him if the
anything of him let him come to
us in his Commentaries, that on a

of the Secretary

Secretary wished
Cassar

tells

;

Queen Dido.

fine quality

is

also a

chance for a

He

fraud.

contract
case

There

of moralizing on the failure that follows

can show that in a lawsuit to rescind the
Queen Dido must have been beaten; in which

the

amounted

fees and the costs would have
more than the hide and the land were

lawyer's
to

worth.

Another kind of historical imposture, and one which
judgment of children because of their
blowing imaginations, is the trick of inflating mere
commonplace incidents into deeds of heroism, such, for
example, as the achievement of Paul Revere immortal-

easily entraps the

ized

in the

picturesque verse of

glory consisted in

this:

Longfellow.

Paul's

—

—
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He

said to his friend,

'

If the British

One,

if

And

I

How like veritable autobiography is Daniel De Foe's
account of the Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe,

march

By land or sea from the town to-night,
Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry arch
Of the North Church tower as a signal

What grief and sense of wrong
have come upon us all when told for the first time that
Robinson Crusoe is a novel and not a history
How
long belief and doubt upon this matter swung backward
of York, Mariner!

light,

by land, and two, if by sea;
on the opposite shore will be,

!

Ready to ride and spread the alarm
Through e%-ery Middlesex village and farm,
For the country-folk to be up and to arm.' "

The

British

march

did

that

night,

and

fighters are

lantern

among

unnamed demigods." Few of
to tell the names of any of

countrymen are able

their

at the book.
No man in history
much fame for so small a price as Paul
there man, woman, or boy in the land who

them without looking
ever bought so

Revere.

Is

would not willingly ride all night to give warning of an
enemy's march? Yet this was the achievement of Paul
Revere. For this, towns and villages have been named
after him and innumerable hotels.
There is no name so
popular for a country tavern as Revere.

In teaching history

it is

important that the pupil be

warned against the prejudices of the historian; especially
should he consider whether the historian may not be
influenced by political, religious, national or personal
bias.
Let him bear in mind that Macaulay was a Whig,
while Hume was a Tory. This does not mean that
either of them would falsify history, but each paints it
with

his party colors.

In proof of

forward in the mind!
Sometimes for years.
There are some people of good brain, too who maintain the reality of this tough sailor until they actually

—

the

was hung in the belfry arch, and Paul spurred his horse
to Lexington and Concord.
He woke up the people
and they did the fighting. The rider is immortal, the
the "

this let the student

con-

visit

Bunhill

graveyard in the city of London, and
Foe's tombstone the brazen confession of

the
underneath, that he was the author of
Robinson Crusoe; that this delightful history is the work

of his imagination; that in point of fact there never was
any Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner; and consequently, no Poll parrot to converse with him in the

Yorkshire dialect; no dog to go a-hunting with him
coons and rabbits, no umbrella, no tall cap made
of the skin of a pelican, or whatever the bird was, no
man Friday escaping from the barbecue, no nothing.
And must this delusion still go on? How long shall
boys and girls be deceived by those fictitious adventures
after

of Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner?

by some other, or until the great
round world itself shall become once more an uninhabited country on whose shores there shall be stamped no

human

footprint in the sand.

Students of history should be taught that all " wordpaint " and all equivocal statements must be regarded

An

with suspicion.

Roman

to their

Catholic priest, while Froude

and a

bitter antagonist of

of religious bias on those

is

Rome.

two popular

a fervent Prot-

The

influence

historians

may be

seen in the disagreement between them as to the merits

and deficiencies of Queen Elizabeth and Mary Queen of
Scots.
In this department of historical study, doubt may

perform a very useful and important work.
The unreliable mixture that passes for ancient
tory

may be

accounted for

nations probably had their

his-

way. The ancient
novelists and poets as we

in

this

They had historians, too.
When they
have now.
were conquered or supplanted by some other race, the
conquerors naturally took

all

the narrative literature they

it history.
Suppose the Goths and
Vandals should overrun our country now; how could
they separate the novels of Cooper from the histories of
Bancroft?
Some novelists write like historians, and

could find and called

some

historians write like

novelists.

How

could the

Goths discriminate between Hume and Sir Walter Scott?
Indeed, if they were an imaginative people they would
probably regard the gorgeous descriptions in Ivanhoc as
•much better history than Hume's account of Cceur de
Lion and his brother John.

Until our race

•has been supplanted

Macaulay's Charles the First, with that of Hume.
Let it be impressed upon the pupil that Lingard was a

trast

—

fields

De
dead man

read upon

in a certain battle

estant

717

engaged, and

at

evening

We

names.

nothing but

eloquent exaggeration

Company G
roll-call

us that

men

only thirteen answered

find out afterwards that

daub of " word-painting,"

a

tells

had eighty-three

this

is

for the official

Company G had
and seven wounded. The statement that only thirteen men answered to their names at
return of casualties informs us that

only two

men

killed

roll-call is true; the inference that all the rest were left
upon the battle-field is false. They may have run
away. They may have been marauding around, or

anything.

Hero-worship
the practice of

a

is

very popular form of religion, and

adulterates history.

It

takes the rea-

son prisoner, and makes imposture easy.

For example,

it

reading this article to the lady of the house for her
opinion of it, the girl-baby of the house, a critic twelve
years old, whose opinion was not called for, gave
vigorously.
is

Stamping her

not a good 'piece';

word

said against

criticize that

baby

favorite heroes to
all

I

do not

like

it;

Paul Revere."
critic?

Have we

whom we

I

it

"It

foot angrily, she said:

will not hear a

Who

will dare to

not, all of us, our

have surrendered ?

Yes,

of us, every one.

When

Grant captured Lee, he captured nearly

the rest of the

American people, so

that he can

all

weave
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camp-fire yarn into infallible history which

would be

it

and unpatriotic to contradict. So it is with
Sherman, Porter, Rosecrans and other famous chief-

heretical

tains,

who

zines.

have written of the war in books and magaThey are heroes, and to hero-worshipers they
In the

are also oracles.

blossom into

Much

facts,

warm

patriotic air their fables

and the impossible becomes

true.

word history is fictitious and fanciful
Romulus and Remus, but we accept

of their

the story of

as
it

and loyally in the temples of hero-worship
where we all delight to kneel and offer praise. In the
study of history, doubt is the beginning of wisdom.
blindly

tors than

The

BY

C.

K.

Frisian declined positively

will

remember the description there given of an association
wielding immense power and influence, which, from its
central office in one country, established stations

maintained agents
orders to

which

in

all

and

other countries, and issued

absolute, exact and unreasoning obedi-

ence was required, irrespective of any scruple dictated
by conscience or humanity. The policy of the association

was revealed only

in part either

to those confiding souls

expenditure; but
unjust,

all its

who

to these agents or

furnished funds for their

operations, secret or open, just or

were invariably assumed

to

be " for the glory of

God."

An

association res enabling the one

sundry of

its

operation and

own age and

above sketched

in

method

of

characteristics, especially in
its

assumed

in this

ton, Massachusetts,

country

and

it

its

object, actually exists in our
.

Its central office

calls

itself

"

in Bos-

is

The American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions."
The method by which this association proposes to
"promote the glory of God " is to publish everywhere
the details of a " plan of salvation " which they assume
to have been formed by Him; this " plan" being to rescue from a hell of everlasting fiery torture which He
himself had already prepared for mankind, those individuals who should believe and accept certain theological doctrines; doctrines, be it remarked, more or less
repugnant to reason, justice and mere}'.
The preaching of this "plan of salvation" (with its
necessary assumption of impending damnation) is very

and
through all the Christian
For instance, in A. D. 692, the Frisian pagan
ages.
chieftain Radbod " had already immersed one of his
royal legs in the baptismal font, when a thought struck
him, 'Where are my dead forefathers at present?' he
said, turning suddenly upon Bishop Wolfran.
In hell
with all other unbelievers,' was the imprudent answer.
Mighty well,' replied Radbod, removing his leg, 'then
will I rather feast in the halls of Woden with my ancesold,

and

instances of the rejection

abominable, occur

of

it

as odious

at intervals

'

'

of Chris-

a rite

which was

to

as he had lived, a heathen."
few of the missionaries of the American Board
have lately ventured upon expression of the same doubt
and difficulty which Radbod long ago expressed. They
find that the heathen of the present day also are shocked
at the idea that all their ancestors are in hell, and they
warn the Board that one manifest effect of the preach-

A

ing, or the necessary implication of this doctrine has
is,

and will be to prevent the acceptance of the sys-

which this doctrine belongs.
few missionaries, I say, ventured

to

A

Wandering Jew,

Readers of Eugene Sue's

band

starveling

he died

tem

WHIPPLE.

little

Entreaties and threats were unavailing.

cause an eternal separation from his buried kindred, and

been,

PROGRESSIVE ORTHODOXY.

dwell with your

tians in heaven.'

to express this

doubt; and the result of their frankness shows that

was

it

a hazardous thing to do, involving the loss of their

occupation, and

dismissal

under such imputation of

incompetence and unworthiness as to peril their profesreputation and their chance of employment
sional
elsewhere.

The same

on

risk attends similar frankness

the part of orthodox ministers

in this country,

and a

competent witness speaks of " Dr. Smyth, in Massachusetts, and Dr. Woodrow, in Georgia, fighting for their
lives, their fortune and their sacred honor in this battleIn fact, the Orthodox Congregational Church,
upon the creed and customs of which this American
Board was founded, lives and grows only by cultivating
assumption instead of reason; only by taking for granted,
and insisting on the duty of taking for granted, in place
of granting open field, in pulpit and press, for comparison of its doctrines with other doctrines, and for fair

field."

consideration of the reasons of each.

The members

of

the Young Men's Christian Association (an auxiliary
of the church) are enjoined by their leaders " to talk

argument;" and so thoroughly is this
rule adhered to by old and young of that sect, that
neither candor nor cart-ropes will constrain one of them
kindly, but avoid

to friendly conference

with a doubter

in

regard to the

and this in spite of the injunction
which
they pretend to be their rule,
scripture
of that
" Being ready always to give answer to every man that
asketh you a reason concerning the hope that is in you."
A beginning of free debate upon questions of this class
reasons for his faith

;

has lately been made by two
North American Review and

The

secular periodicals,

The Thrum,

but

church continues to keep her porcupine's attitude.
When it appeared that the missionaries were

the

to be

and discredited for laxity in regard to the
"plan of salvation," a few clergymen here at home
ventured to speak in their defense, or in mitigation of
damages. But, mindful of the customs of the church,
and of the manifold risk to themselves of condoning
dismissed

heterodoxy, they kept on safe ground, roaring as gently
before the clerical brotherhood as Bottom proposed to

!

!

THE OPEN
do in the lion's part when

ladies

were present, and seeming

rather to desire terms of compromise than full vindica-

thought and speech. The Board were
make some guarded compromise, and the

COURT.

nothing about them, and

own

their

great joy

willing to

church be

seemed

rather than settled,

be

to

likely

when

evaded and postponed

new Deborah

a

arose,

and the

was taken squarely by the horns by a woman
One, too, who had elsewhere described herself as " an
Orthodox Congregationalist born and bred."
In The North American Review for February of
last year appeared an article entitled " Future Probation" by Gail Hamilton. This is the pseudonym of a lady
of Massachusetts, now well known for piquancy of style
and independence of thought upon various matters of
public interest, but whose literary reputation began with
a series of articles in the Congregationalist^ a paper now
earnest in defense of the Board and in opposition to its
bull

tender-hearted missionaries.
of the cler-

Gail Hamilton, in the article above men-

tioned, goes directly and thoroughly to the root of the

matter, judging of

it

in

accordance with reason, justice,

and a reverential estimate of God's character and purpose.

She

second probation, or a probation in

Adam,

of probation, a feature of the Divine

government of the

or any kind

merely a human device? If it is the latbe altogether swept away from religion, if

is it

may

ter,

it

riot

from theology.
#

*

may have been the best possible effort of the human
mind. But we ought to pay our debt to the past by
It

hope for the

dead scheme,

future.

Give

to the

mechanical 'plan of salvation,' which is rather a plan of damnation, and let us, in the new light which has broken forth
from God's holy word and from His unfolding world,
see, no longer through a glass darkly, that when the
Angel of the Lord proclaimed good tidings of great joy
It is not good
to all people, he meant what he said
tidings of great joy to all people if only one little, warm,
narrow gulf stream of life is coursing through the wide,
It is not good tidings of
cold, bitter ocean of death.
great joy to all people if Rev. J. D. Davis speaks truth
in declaring that 'there are eight hundred million souls
within our reach who have never heard the Gospel, the
great mass of whom, on any possible theory, will forever perish, unless we give them, at once, the bread of
It would be most wicked in God to let the happilife.'
ness of eight hundred millions of people depend forever
on so frail a reed as the fitful, uncertain, and certainly
feeble action of a few 'housand people on the other side

•dead past this

of their world

who

out over the outer

woe which yawns

heathen millions, as well as before so
millions here at home.'
If this is what Christ

many
came

for, the

of great

angel should have announced bad tidings

woe which

be praised

should be to most people.

that our

angels

Heaven

annunciation were of

of

heaven and not of earth
"All notion of future probation, or second probation,
or first probation, of another chance, or a chance after
death, or any chance at all, is utterly unworthy of such
a conception of

men

God

as the hoi)'

men

of old and the holy

of to-day have enabled us to form.

unworthy of such

a conception

of

life,

It is

miserably

of religion, of

pitiably

It is

weak

this lifeless, limited,

never saw them,

who know

next to

for such a conception of the nature,

the degradation, the disintegration of sin as intelligent

observation of the world in the revealing light of Christianity

ought

to give us.

If the possibility

of repentance

would cut the nerve of Christian
nerve ought to be cut, and the

or salvation after death
that

Christian missionaries themselves ought to be converted,

heathen a false Gospel, and

for they are carrying to the

have themselves no adequate conception and no healthy
horror of

sin.

*

*

We know that there

men who

" Is not the time ripe to repudiate the whole theory?

in a better

hangs on the doubtful rhetoric that the

waked up and shaken

were, of that fearful abyss of

it

ado to keep

not good tidings of

is

just before these

"

*

bringing

'

missions, then

says:

" Is a future probation, or a present probation, or a

world, or

if all

It

Christianity as Christ, and even as the Apostles preached.

method

Instead of pursuing the cautious
ical apologists,

rim, as

who have much

heads above water.

tion of liberty of

trouble
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are

#

now on

the earth tribes of

are savages, uncouth, horrible, in

mode

of

life

more unlike the highest man than they are unlike the
highest beasts. Yet we know, too, that in them is
something which differentiates them even from the
highest beasts a cultivable spiritual quality which in
Through every grade we
the beast is utterly wanting.
highest
peaks of humanity men
mount upward to the

—

—

and

women

Why

is it

of pure

heart, clear

head, unselfish

life.

not the simplest, the most reasonable, the nat-

ural belief that this great

human

host

was put upon the

earth for education, not for probation; that the world

was made for man that all the ages of preparation
through which the earth was shaping itself from a void
;

and formless, a seething and roaring mass, into a stable
and habitable home, it was shaping itself under fatherly
guidance for the dwelling place of that most fineiy organized animal which was to receive the breath of

Divine Life, and become of

all

earth the only spiritual being

be quite

in the nature of all

created beings upon this

— sons of God?

other things that

It

would

man

should

begin low down, just above the beasts, and end high u
just

below the angels.
*

"What room

is

*

#

there

for

probation

here?

'

The

wretchedest cannibal that ever breathed was as truly a
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God

child of

He

as the greatest philosopher.

ceived the boon of spiritual

He
How?

He was

life.

had

re-

a part of the

must be involved in the plan of
do not know; but a righteous
God could never leave him out. What we do see and
know, as a matter of evidence, is that the trend of
humanity is upward, and it is impossible to believe that
eternal force wdl ever bend and fix it downward."
Many critics of our time have assailed orthodoxy
from without, some wisely and justly, some with
calumnious misrepresentation.
But the words of Gail
Hamilton above quoted make the most effective indictment of it from within that has appeared in the present
generation; for they address not merely the American
Board and its supporters, but all the clergy and churches
of orthodoxy; not Moody and Sankey and their followers only, but every one who teaches or accepts that
" plan of salvation " which presupposes a plan of damnation.
It remains to be seen how many of the orthodox
body will follow this courageous lead, and how many
contributors to the annual half million which the American Board is accustomed to receive, will find a better use
for their money.
plan of creation.

redemption.

I

most people, and therefore a larger need of liberty or we
may persuade ourselves that some peculiarity of tempera;

ment or circumstance bestows on us privileges wisely withheld from the majority.
Quoting the opinion he had
somewhere heard expressed that genius is unfitted to
bear the ordinary ties and obligations of life, Channing
promptly denied it, saying that " genius is characterized
by self-mastery." Certainly this is true of the greatest
genius always, of strong, self sustained, though lonely
souls like Dante, Angelo and Beethoven.
It is also true
of the more modern type of genius, characterized by a
serene self-poise like Emerson's.

where mental precocity

beauty, but divorced from the moral sentiment,
to arrogate to itself special rights

would reduce

society to chaos

before

same

literal

own

hearts

can honestly consecrate ourselves to the

Absolute truthfulness, by which

of truth.

mean

I

correspondence between action and feeling,

is

a

both

and behavior is rightly governed by a sense of the
becoming and regard for others. We can preserve
an untroubled and even gay exterior when inwardly
disturbed by many things
while only the egotist or
tion

;

it

necessary to deliver himself on

The

occasions of his most disagreeable opinions.

of truth

much

a

is

larger thing than the

mere

all

spirit

letter.

may be

It

is

the letter which often kills the spirit, as

in

every theological or philosophical controversy that

has engaged men's minds on opposite sides.

man

is

able to preach

the heart
facts.

by

The

brought

truth

to the

down

all

seen

Many

a

the better impulses of

narrow reasoning on manifest outward

a

is

we

are

special pleaders wl.en

all

bar of conscience, being quick to urge a

host of plausible excuses why our conduct should not be
expected to match the homely pattern of our neighbors.
"

What

a devil of sophistry lurks in every

says Auerbach.

This disposition to square the

our mental preconception of

Browning

it

man,"

fact

with

has been described

by

as,

"The

instinctive theorizing,
to the

whence

man

genius

most highly-endowed man of

of perfectly-disciplined will, in

his

whom

intellectual achievements.

Sincere love of truth

a fact

eye as the eye likes the look."

The desire to escape the logical conclusion of an action
may spring from the belief that we have higher ideals than

is

All other helps

support.

born of
fail

its

before

need

as a

moral

but the motive

this,

right-doing which springs from love of goodness
grows stronger with each new test it receives. Love of
truth also brings skill in its discovery. There are qualities
to

of soul and spirit that are developed through exercise
as

much

as the

muscles of the arm.

that the child be trained

in the

It is

as

important

perception of moral

beauty as that he learn the multiplication table.

The

wise teacher knows how to respond to the mind's double
need of arithmetic and a glowing ideal, and gives a lesson
in practical ethics

Love

of truth

every time she hears that in algebra.

comes

natures seem born

whose

life

to us in

with

it.

many ways.

Such

Some

was Channing's,

reads like an idyl, with the picture

it

presents

boyhood and unstained youth. So, too,
But to most
to almost the same degree, was Emerson's.
of us love of truth comes as a result of hard experience,
a refuge from ills and doubts that can find no other cure.
It grows on us slowly, like an unfolding law that supof a marvelous

ports and bears us on from one point

of progress to

another.

Love
love of

Looks

The coming

as these so-called superior people.

spirit

impossible and unnecessary, since our general conversa-

the boor thinks

fault,

the radiance of character outshines the most brilliant

must make candid search of our

we

quick

whatever degree is
and the world looks on the
man or woman of exceptional mental endowments as
necessarily deficient in practical sense and usefulness.
But there is no class so bound, both by position and
Nature's highest law, to a minute performance of duty

too prone to the

age, but the

BY CELIA PARKER WOOLLEY.

We

if

is

and immunities which
brought into universal

Intellectual superiority of

practice.

will not only be the

LOVE OF TRUTH.

Half-fledged genius,

united to a passionate love of

is

of truth resolves

God

—

its

itself, in

the last analysis, into

source; taking the form of a complete

surrender of self to the wide, beneficent forces that have

brought the universe and self into being.
The old
motives of personal triumph and happiness enlarge to a
In a word, love of truth
desire for the universal good.

THE OPEN COURT.
makes

co-workers with it, sharers in all its pains and
pledged to the faithful performance of its high

us

benefits,

behests, and leaving us content at last with no

meaner

Co-operation

THE ETHICS OF ECONOMICS.
Part

to each other in hate

Whether

and per-

successful or failures

all

strikes, as at present effected are really failures, will hut

upon himself, and

rivet the laborers chains firmer

pone the great day of

which

is

rulers

who

gathered to their

The

and arbiters of

controlled other

own

uses the

tax-gatherer

was

post-

Property,

his real emancipation.

the concrete utilizable lives of the workers, can

—

Proteus disguised as priest, as king, as warrior, as

re-create the very things they have just wildly destroyed.

lator or as

the walls of the

Treppenhaus of the Berlin Museum

era of commercialism he

is

trader in hunger, a banker in men's lives.

communist and the nihilist, pitiable children of hate
and greed and injustice, are but fighting the spirits of
dead brothers

who

live,

if

they live at

property their hands have manufactured.

awfulness of logic in the word nihilism.

all,

in the

There is an
Out of very

must be pitilessly crushed
But it must not be forgotten that such of the rich as are selfish, wasteful and
tyrannical are the parents of the nihilist and communist.
The wealthy man or woman of pleasure, living like a
fungus on the labors of others without duties to his kind,
is just as much a criminal and an enemy to society as the
nihilist, and should be hunted down with the same perExtinguish these and communism
tinacious energy.
and nihilism will end with them. These are the people
that create the enmity between capital and labor, whose
interests are really common and who should work in the
most active harmony. Because of this vital community
of interest between capital and labor one cannot doubt
that co-operation and profit-sharing is the wonderworking charm that alone will open the magic doors
pity

if

for no other reason,

it

with Napoleonic thoroughness.

of

for

future -prosperity
all.

Through

the eye catches

for

that

and beneficent activity

all

little rift

glimpses of

in

our economic prison

ever-widening vistas of

and progress. Out of the strikes, boycotts,
monopolies and frightful greed of the ugly present may,

new

political

capitalist

in

and " syndicalist," a

Huns, wherein the spirits of the dead combatants rise
from their slain bodies and renew the battle in the air.
This conflict between capital and labor is a like but still
stranger conflict.
The striker, the engine-wrecker, the

nakedness as

this

compelled to stand forth

his pristine

the

legis-

master was stripped of his masks and in

stands Kaulbach's splendid painting of the battle of the

their

al-

man, anil to the king's best
servants were allotted the conquered lands and the fealties
of dependent hordes. Religious power, royal power,
feudal power,
whatever form you please, was powerful because it laid its firm grasp upon the muscle and
brain-workers and controlled their lives and products
for its individual aims and ideas.
Through revolution
and war, through endurance and martyrdom, through
bravery and love, through all the myriad agencies of
liberty-loving and justice-loving men, one afte another
of these usurpers has been struck down, till at last the
vva} s the king's right-hand

be destroyed, and the workers will then be compelled to

On

tends

11.

Every intelligent observer of the socialistic movement as it is shaping and rousing itself to action must
see that it can lead to no solution, but only to tw i great,
conflict.

who

energies of their fellow-men.

[Extracts from an essay read before the Society for Ethical Culture, of
Philadelphia, February 6, 1SS7.]

opposed

The

life.

destiny have been they

men's labors and

BY GEO. M. GOULD.

it

All through the ages of

economics.

history the economical question has been the inner soul

human

haps deadly

of such bountiful promise because

to bring ethics into

of social and political

task or inspiration.

classes standing

is
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Co-operation,

economy, has now one crowning work

to do: it must abolish, peacefully and legally, the slaveborrowing capitalist and inaugurate the new era in
which wealth, position, ease, power, shall, if at all, be
purchasable only by equivalence of service. This prin-

ciple of the equivalence of service

new

forces reorganizing society.

is

the heart of the

This

it

is

underlies

and gives significance to the stupid and heady blunderings of

some

of our labor organizations in their efforts

to put their cause before the

brain

to

see

how

world.

One

the land-scheme of

would remedy the sorry condition and

puzzles his

Henry George

fate of the

want-

Their disease is a far deeper one than
land hunger.
One marvels at the inexplicable stupidity
of the Knights of Labor who do not recognize that they
bitten millions.

might so
land, but

control the

easily

out the patience of
doings.

and

law-making power of the

who send millionaires to Congress and then wear
They

friend

and foe with their insane
demand anything

are in a condition to

to enforce their

demand by

restrict the inheritance

sliding-scale tax

the ballot.

They can

of large fortunes; they can put a

on incomes; they can control lawless
and oil companies; they can wipe a

railroad, telegraph

sponge over the

idiotic

laws prohibitorily taxing the im-

portation of necessaries and

raw

materials; they can put

an adamantine wall before the money-lender; they can
demand -cheap and speedy trial by the law, they can

peace

keep some control over machinery and invention, they

by the magic of

can furiously punish the vote-buyer and the vote-seller,
what can't they do? But they prefer to play the

this principle, arise a

more beauteous

and gracious future, just as a purple bloom of flower
bursts from the heart of the hideous and barbed cactus.

—

lunatic,

strikes

till

the indignant

community

strikes against their

and boycotts their boycott-system, and comes to
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believe they have no real ground of complaint.

however
it, it is

of a

re-arranging justice

spirit of

At
awkwardly demanded,
heart

only service

is

it

and

the

doom

service for service or his

is

At

libertine,

million

whose

dollars,

Service for

what we mean

is

present a purple-gilled

him one or many

know how many

million-

the total energies and labor-

aires there are?) controls

Does

products of hundreds of his fellow-men.
rule,

that

learn to render

sealed.

father has bequeathed

(and do you

human

capitalist

startled

service in all financial relations of life

the ethics of economics.

in

service

for

He must

deeply forefeels his sentence.

by

But,

the laborer goes about

morally certain that these throes are symptomatic

deeper

affairs.
is

waywardly

blindly and

he, as a

render them, or render society any equivalence of

service?

Before

this

demand

brutal opulence of

of service the

of equivalence

stands

to-day

Max,

like

Der

in

with "futures" instead of with dice; that gives the
necessities of a people over to the tender care of multifarious and nefarious "trusts" and "pools" and "syndicates" and monopolies; that

with no

past, present or

the majority has

if

mad

prophet, priest and martyr were not

dupes, then, to gormandize before your starving brother,
nay, rob him of his loaf, is to sell one's soul to Mephistopheles.

So when

justice rises

capitalists, " Did you think this

and demands of the

was

a gratuitous gift,"

Perhaps
the question bites
escape
by
it
seeks
is
burning,
conscience
while the stung
mean
by
this
vague
you
what
asking you with a sneer,
with the irony of Fate.

term,equivalenceof service.

"What

is

Pilate. Definition of amoral feeling

truth?" said jesting

is

difficult;

rules of conduct for the petty details of life

great

we

moral laws

difficult.

financial

The

all

acknowledge,

a corollary of the instinct of

but

is

justice in all our breasts.

If

it

be often

plication and hard to say just what

hard to say what

it is

not.

are also corollaries of the

draw

equivalence of service in

law of the

relations

is

to

from the
yet more

difficult of ap-

it is,

ifis not at all

The Ten Commandments

law of

justice,

but their repeti-

tive negations quickly gather cumulative definiteness

and power. There may be discussion as to where
legitimate reward ends and undue selfishness begins, but
there can be none as to the palpable fact that everywhere throughout our modern life, political and social,
undue selfishness has grown into ruthless greed, and
that

ruthless greed

has entrenched

mitted custom and legalized gluttony

itself
till

behind per-

only they

who

do not wish to see are blind. To me it seems plain the
hideous injustice that keeps rich bribers and corruptionists
out of prison; that makes stealing dignified if it be only

exists

intended return of service, there

and must exercise

the right,

way with its
Power
and no farther!"

of

it,

omnipotent,

"Thus

of

far

bequest

must be limited; incomes should be taxed, the greater
the higher; mortgages of the future by debt should
be restricted; usury, or high rates of interest punished;
tariffs

revised; misuse of political

nopolies crushed

doomed

moral law,

with clubs*

cities

stepping in and barring the

Max

—

our

treme power and enjoyment of desirable things

ful instead

wants more bullets like that one, and is astonished
nay,
to hear one has them only at the price of his soul,
by
his
acceptance
forfeited
has
been
his
soul
that already
of the first one. •' Did you believe this eagle was a
o-ratuitous gift?" If there is any truth and validity in the

fills

and ennui and the insanities of extravagant luxury,
whilst vice and hunger and envy glare at it all with
growing appetite and growing power. Wherever ex-

Robin, you remember, had
bullet
and with it he immediately
charmed
Max
a
given
his hat with the feathers.
decks
and
an
eagle
shoots

Freischiitz, before Robin.

makes gambling honorable

largely and finely done; that
if

pomp and

;

of fashionable;

power exposed; momade shame-

luxurious waste

—

in a

word, no person or

set

of people should be allowed by the law to lead lives of
sloth and luxury and idleness whilst others are hopelessly

want and

to

a ceaseless brutalizing labor.

It is

the law, whether of permission or repression, custom or

makes the two things

statute, that

possible and

it is

the

law that may remedy both conditions. In place of laissez faire and "devil take the hindmost," put the sharp
demand of a return service equal to enjoyment allowed,
and like a transformation scene a new world will soon
No man has a right to do what he pleases with
arise.
« his own."

tween men

It is

that

like cutting wires
sies;

it is

the present inequality of service be-

makes the

this that

satirists'

whip

hiss

and snap

about the backs of our social hypocri-

makes the burning

truths of poets and

prophets sink like molten metal into the quivering flesh
of our sins; it is this that throttles joy and bursts the rain
of scalding tears over the cheeks of laughter.

weeks ago

a cable dispatch

from London told

A few
how two

and 19 years of age, educated and comely,
being able to get no more match boxes to make at a
few pennies a day, tied themselves together and drowned
sisters, 17

They left a letter in which
in the Thames.
were these appalling words: "Knowing hunger is
stronger than virtue, and if we live we must yield, we
themselves

have decided to die." It s said that there are in London
100,000 such girls who have concluded not to die. Is
Malthus alone responsible for both facts ? Of these girls'
;

countrymen there are over 1,000, each with an annual
income of from $50,000 to millions, whilst more than
60,000 have an income above $2,500. In this same
London 250,000 working women are running a race
with hunger and death upon 25 cents a day, whilst in
St. Petersburg a less number make 10 cents a day byhard labor.

There

*"The Nero type
an acute observer.

are in Paris 219,000 houses without

of face

grows more

characteristic of the

Clubn an," says

—
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a window, and in these houses

1,300,600 people exist.

men and women

In the civilized world about 100,000
find

does not pay interest on the investment and

life

kill

In the whole world millions annually die

themselves.

of hunger, whilst a vase

$iS,ooo, or a tulip-root

sells for

economy

In the old political

for $13,000.

demand, laissez faire and

li

Under

things are inevitable.

of supply and

the iron law of wages," these

new

the

political

economy

of equivalence of service these things cannot be.
said that an Italian, Bentivoglio, erected

It is

and endowed

a

Augurs?

I
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have read somewhere of an iron manufact-

urer of Pittsburgh, one of many,
to

a day.

$5,000

who

ers,

It is

are the majority of

by

dexterous

this

interest

bit of

it is

to

profits

fact, that

amount

the farm-

workmen, should

all

mit to this Machiavelianism.

whose

whose

an astounding

sub-

has been calculated that

It

legerdemain, the general public,

buy things cheap, has been

in

the

20 years swindled out of several hundred million dol-

last

Neither

lars annually.

always occur

is

this all of the sorry tale

in the inflated or protected

strikes

;

industries and

followed by

crises of loss of capital,

Whoever

has watched a wrecked

hospital to which, having later fallen into want, he him-

overproduction

self

was refused admission. Much such a Bentivoglio is
modern labor, as with dinner bucket it walks past the

waste and suffering.

palatial splendors

mill-town go through its horrible history needs no
" Cobden Club gold " to nauseate him with protection.

it

has created to create yet others like

is

(To

them, but whose portals, being finished, are forever after

Upon examination

closed to him.

it is

more general causes, the capitalist has acquired
an unjust excess of power by three principal means
by getting the community as a whole or as individuals

BY CLINTON COLLINS.

besides

debt to him; by the protective

tariff

on labor-products

and not on the laborer, and by the control of machinery.

As

to debt,

it

is

beyond

communities are willing

common

which

belief, the extent to

to discount the future.

dishonor and a crying

The

evil.

It is a

capitalist

by reinvestment of
mortgage on the com-

soon comes to

monwealth. The mere
States amounted half

own

city

a

and

state debts of the

United

dozen years ago to nearly

a

1,000 million dollars, besides the national, the railroad and

many

private debt amounting to

national indebtedness alone of the civilized world

The English

30,000 million dollars.

pay the English
interest

capitalists

money only on the

The

times as much.
is

about

people each year

about 150 million dollars of

national debt.

Poor's Manual

says that in the United States, in a certain three years
the

whole increase of

to

1,000 million dollars,

was

a lie

railroad share capital,

and a theft

law of

amounting

capital; that

is,

one stroke. All through our
every home, the capitalist by the

at

land, in every town, in

iron

was watered

interest lays his

hand on

of the products of men's exertions.

Everywhere you

com-

munity of debt, why not also a community of poverty ? "
As to the American protective tariff, it is the theme of
the world's ridicule, a

and the bribed

common shame

legislator.

Every

that to put a prohibitorv tax on

workmen we

of the taxed people

child can see

if

he will

cheap goods and none

from other
lands to cut the native workman's wages down lower
and ever lower, can result only in impoverishing the
on the hordes of

workman,

invite here

especially the agricultural

riching the manufacturing capitalist.

phistophelean

dodge.

It is a fine

Can two solemn

Me-

protectionist

each other and bursting out

in laughter, like the

Roman

calling themselves skeptics

men

all

in the vanity

in the use

of the term.

of their youth or in the

vanity of their nature like to think that in this or that
certain

formidable particular they are perhaps just

a

worse than the ordinary run of men. Similarly
men like to call themselves atheists and what not. Men
who really have not the balance to think or argue very

little bit

upon the subject.
Such a position once taken can be more or less supIndeed there is no proposition
ported by argument.
which cannot be more or less favorably supported by

truly

argument, provided the premises
carried far

enough back.

ever simple

it

be,

So

In

we must

all

in

the arguments be

our knowledge, how-

some
however con-

inevitably start with

that any statement of fact,

with our experiences and daily life, must
have been originally derived from these first hypotheses.
Man's understanding cannot ever prove satisfactorily to
itself the existence of all material things which go to

make up

the

external

world

without

taking

some

hypotheses and making them dogmatical truths.
The very first principles of logic or reason must

tell

no absolute conclusion can be drawn from premises
which are themselves hypotheses. These hypotheses

that

must

first

The

majority, and en-

philosophers meet in the public streets without winking
at

Just as

sistent at present

view,

a

men

see

with perhaps a touch of pride

With

this in

takes a

step to a fuller state of mind.

hypotheses.

we have

It

mind with some depth of feeling and thought ever to
reach what would be called a stage of skepticism. But
yet this skepticism when reached is in itself an immature
state of mind, inasmuch as it itself is but a preliminary

a sadly large share

the communist pertinently asks, " If

an advanced stage of mind.

is

not everybody that can be a skeptic.

It is

takes advantage of the insanity, and
his interest

don't think skepticism

I

:

in

be concluded.')

SKEPTICISM A SELF-EVIDENT ERROR.

easily seen that

be taken upon faith as truths.
test then of the truth of any present

only

ment must depend upon whether
is

consistent with these

first

hypotheses of

life,

making

might be called a creed or faith.

themselves what
There are no such things

.up in

this

state-

present statement

as absolute facts, or there

is
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hypotheses are

first

We

or admit ourselves but

must

facts

them absolute

call

we

Making

and worse.

These

we make them

cause

so.

truths are facts only be-

first

We,

knowledge,

all

we

if

we at all, must
Having once

are

them as a basis, or ourselves fall.
them as a basis, knowledge and reason thus
becoming existent, skepticism cannot stand. No true
establish

so far as his cognizance goes,

dependent upon

itself

is

All that he has with

higher powers.

and

stronger

which to make his station, let him not use
what is his life, his only salvation.

The

these

then have a basis upon which

to rear a magnificent structure containing

beauty and hope.

facts

of fatality and

nullities, objects

atheists, agnostics

hypotheses fixed

unless these

admitted as facts comprising a creed

or faith of mankind.

delusion,

knowledge

to us as absolute

no such thing

COURT,

skeptic

is

skepticism

own

in

doubting

able to take for a faith that he exists,

enough of him

or at least that

it

This he

exists.

is

to

argue

favor of

in

able to do through his

Being able to take anything upon faith is
Let the skeptic's conceit but subvert
and he finds it easy to adopt a true and wider faith.

conceit.

the difficult point.
itself

established

IMMORTALITY.
Foiled by our fellow-men, depressed, outworn,

reasoning then can be deduced in support of skepticism.

me

Let

briefly

explain what

mean by

I

these

We

first

leave the brutal world to take

way,

its

which are indisputable simply bebeing exists. " I am, therefore
conscious
a
man
as
cause
are," is an inevitable congoodness
and
beauty
God,
This is an
clusion which is forced in upon my mind.

And patience in another life, we say,
The world shall be thrust down and we

axiom or self-evident truth from which all understanding must take its origin. Then if God, beauty and goodness exist I have a basis laid not only for knowledge of
material things, but for knowledge of all spiritual
things, morality and right and wrong.

Who failed under the heat of this life's day,
Support the fervors of the heavenly morn?

truths or hypotheses

The skeptic who says that he knows
know nothing and hopes nothing even

—

uttering

And

And he who
From strength to

the very

In the

verts himself.

mere use of

word

the

/,

flagged not in the earthly
strength advancing

—only

strife,

he,

His soul well-knit and all his battles won,
Mounts, and that hardly, to eternal life.
Matthew Arnold.

the words confounds, overthrows and sub-

of

immortal armies scorn

world's poor routed leavings? or will they,

No, no! the energy of life may be
Kept on after the grave, but not begun!

nothing, can
in

will not, then, the

The

upborne!

—

he pro-

claims that he considers that he has consciousness, reason

and understanding. The word I means a conscious,
Because
existing something and can mean nothing else.

UY

upon to use this consciousness in
believing something which must be mere faith to him,

the skeptic

but a

necessary

faith

Not for the deed that's done is this our praise;
Not to the word that's written bow we down;

called

is

for

the

very existence of that

consciousness or understanding, because he

'Tis

so called

The

comply he is virtually placing his own
So
feeble understanding upon the highest pedestal.

When

upon and

is

fails to

Because

own
it,

forgotten in admiration of

is

this intelligence

understanding as

much

is

as

of

own

symbol from his hand,
mind alone
of his fancy's brightest gleam:

picture's but a

The

fullness

Worshiping

one

a

I

man

all

that

is,

must be driven from such a stand.
There must come to every man
doubt, hopelessness, even

which

he, or this

forted

by

his

refuses to

I,

own

Admiring crowds will gaze an endless band,
And deem they follow out each thought and tone;

his

God, beauty and goodness.

with such an insufficient creed,
it,

But hardly one will catch the

artist's

dream.

he do not

What the superior man seeks is in himself; what
man seeks is in others. — Confucius.

sooner or later

the

small
a

remorse

despair or

feeble reason

We must have

time of dire specula-

as he calls himself,

be reasoned with.

if

to his

—

practically, although per-

allow himself to be swept away by

He

The

feeble conceit and understanding as the measure

Such

own

feebly he his soul's clear thought conveys.

symbolizes

reason, as

tion,

has merited renown,

himself will sadly

artist to

his

has thus far developed

haps not knowingly worshiping anything, himself,

A

How

painted in some noble phase,

skillful art

And

things.

all

life is

say places

therefore he cannot believe.

his

it.

not deducible from

life

something greater far that we would crown:
highest work a higher thought can raise.

And
The

vain with the possession of so rich a gift as understanding, all else

IDEALS.
GOWAN LEA.

in

cannot be com-

ami

Then

understanding.
it is

conclusions must be forced in upon his mind.

cannot but say that his consciousness, which

is

that other

Then he
he himself

we

a

weak

spot or

two

in a character be-

People that do not laugh or
cry, or take more of anything than is good for them, or
use anything but dictionary words, are admirable subBut we don't care most for those
jects for biographies.
fore

can love

it

much.

flat-pattern flowers that press best in the

O.

W. Holmes.

Herbarium.—

K
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God

18S8.

your

letter to the present editor

desire to be informed

before beginning

as to

enable you to clearly

on

would
emphasize any difference from our
it

Our idea is that The Open Court shall

definitely pro-

nounce our religious opinion, and if this is erroneous, we
wish to be refuted and we will publicly correct our errors.
endeavor

I shall

to

me

explain the essential features of

to

Religion, and what

is

I

phenomenon

teracting whole, the most satisfactory
is

Our

the " All."

name

that the individualization of the

— with

Now,

religion

— the idea

thereof, that

I

much

is

that

to
I

me
am

myself to be
by ideas based

feel

actions are determined

this

Religion?

as the All has acted

earth for millions of years, and as

We

may

it

here on

continues to act.

infer that just as the All acts here

on earth,

acts also in other parts of the universe.

For

millions of years the great

Civilized

man

forms the

whole has been

in

is

its

in-

which
is

like

the addition

by constant

If

the highest

phenomenon known

In accordance with the law of probabilities

when

they

work

this

is

good, whatever

bad.

those

human

The

to

we must

human form
relation to the man

now

*The same may be said about the
of "soul " and " body."
have no

We

this

progress

we

call

is

good

That

is

it is

that the

what

in

good.

it

seems

dogma

God "

is

"that

true,

to
is

me

that fundamentally the old

good

or right which

is

the will

and not the theory of happiness and

perfection.

bears to the animal.
dualistic religious

words " God " and " Universe "* are

standstill,

"complete," but

which no longer progress), or they

why

reason

of t lie Will)
of

most others, received a

or,

As modern psychological investigations show that
" to will " and " to act" are identical (see Ribot, Diseases

of

will bear a

races

great All acts thus here on earth.

such a height, that

it

may become "perfect"

perish entirely.

religious

education, the

it, is

remain behind (as our relatives the animal species and

to

like

the ever richer soul-struct-

our family or our nation does not act in accord-

expect the further development of the

I,

man with

Whatever promotes
obstructs or retards

the ethical sense

present form.

us of the great infinite All.

to-day that he

civilized

ure in his brain.

form of man took place

millions of years ago, and has gradually,

renewal, developed to

for

relation to the All

that of a snow-crystal to the ocean

As

my

beings,

beings are.

the union between our-

is

union, to the All,

What is the Ethics of
The answer is: Act

it

infer also that

ance with these Ethics they either come to a

All that exists, ourselves included, forms a great

me

we human

was taught,

my

feeling

this fact.

believe will be very

nearly so to you.

to

than

God through God.

relation,

we

15ut

are inhabited by living

I

must assume

thinking,

living,

action, gradually developing out of the simplest animal

views.

what

sepa-

a part of the invisible planets that re-

in the scale

Religion,

contributions.

to us also, especially as

is,

such, and that

our attitude and purpose

— taken

We

heavens.

by

inhabited

of them

higher

you express the

work on your intended

This seems desirable

— that

a part, a

MONISTIC RELIGION IS TO ME.
A LETTER TO A HIGHLY ESTEEMED,
NEW CONTRIBUTOR.

meaning to me than
is something more

All

or the Universe,

volve around the visible suns.

my
2,

The

did.

at the starry

are

selves and

WHAT THE
In

they

that

The Open Court Publishing Company,
P. O.

abstractions of the

rately.

many

All communications and business letters should be addressed to

me

reality.

"God"

ever the word

beings,

advance.

in

are to

" All " conveys a grander

sublime than either

Terms

structures,

complementary parts which together

reality; the}- are

The

This Journal is devoted to the work of conciliating Religion with Science. The founder (Did editor
have found this conciliation in Monism, to present
and defend which will he the main object of Til

year

memory

to the ideas, the living

which are connected with these words. They must be
awakened in my brain to produce therein an understand-

President.

-
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ing and a consciousness of the expression "the All."

Published every other Thursday at 169 to 175 La Salle Street, (Nixon
Building,) corner Monroe Street, by

EDWARD

COURT.

in

my

words " matter " and " force," and also
word which embraces both the concepts

matter and force. We know that matter and force are always united and cannot
under any circumstances be separated. Among the properties of a real object
there are some, of which we are uncertain whether they are to be classed under

I

have explained

Court my

in

Nos.

i

and 16 of

The Open

conception of the soul as a feeling mechanical

the head of matter or force.

In order to speak to another person about the

properties of a real object, or even to explain them to myself, I must use Ihe
words matter and force, or it would be necessary to make very long explanations

and

which may for all that be misunderstood. Hut even these words, matter
by no means embrace all that constitutes a real thing.

force,

:
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With Ribot,

structure in the brain.
to

I

believe feeling

be something that accompanies part of the mechanical

Together with the "growing complex" of these mechanical structures and their activities
simple feelings unite to complex feelings and thus form
action of the brain.

human

consciousness.

I expect and hope that we and our posterity may
have the good fortune constantly to make new acquisiBut the essential
tions in the domain of knowledge.

problem of religion
is,

we

that

Our

solved.

is

relation to the All

are an interacting part of the All in time and

space, and that

we "must"

C.

Hegeler.

Evolution has come to be regarded more and more
theory which sheds light on almost every sub-

as a

and

also the theory of evolution

it is

;

recognizes the beauty of monistic ideas, and cannot, as

renounce the old prejudices which perhaps have
become too dear to him to be easily abandoned.
Mr. Stockwell speaks of our relation to the All, to

yet,

in

forces that

American poet says

favorite
"

There

And

is

no Death

which alone

of

truth

the

rightly

What seems

!

so

is

assertion

this

—

(p. 35).
unity of the All of

The
parts,

was admirably

is,

The one
of our

terrors

is

decked with

— and yet, how much are

both resemble each other; and
closer

the jewels and costly

all

— the

imagination

other with

they akin,

is it

comparison the one loses

wonderful pair of
all

its

how much

not strange that by a

its

fantastic mysteries

its

horrors and

is

changed from

messenger of peace and

a friendly

grander and

loftier

Evolution

is

the law of

evolution which

life

shows

stantly dying, and that every

born anew.

minute of our

Therefore, evolution must

mystery of death
all feel

we are conwe are

lives

explain

and

as well as that of immortality,

darkly that there must be some foundation for

tality,

in

gives his views of the

work being

it

back

done.

may

The Evo/ntion of Im?norproblem. The book is at-

but both produce

out of their

is

which
brick

is

author proves his deep insight into the nature of

and death

;

he divines the oneness of the All and

is

life

enrapt-

He sounds no uncertain note of a
grand monistic conception of the world but then, all
ured with that idea.

—

& Co., sent us an advance copy of Mr.
The Evolution of Immortality. The little volume
was read with great interest, and although we do not agree with the views pre*

The

new

individuality

little

book gave

we thank
us.

the author

In a brick

— a block.

interfered with.

Each

purpose and performs

still

superior kind

*

*

manifestation of

*
life,

"

is

—

a city;

no-wise

in

unit or individuality serves

And

proper function.

its

unity and individuality of
tained."

A unit

more than

is

But the larger unit does not destroy the
Again, an aggregation of blocks may

but the individuality of blocks or bricks,

publishers, Charles H. Kerr

C, T. Stockwell's pamphlet,

sented therein,

its

create a

not a unit block; and a unit block

constitute another unit of a

is

God;

not destroyed by the aggregation or association

constitutes a

The

of poetic thought. It

author

its
is

block, for instance, the individuality of each separate

a unit brick.

full

and

father

it

own lives. They

smaller unit.

is

Its real

truly be said about the father; he does not impart

life either,

rather

and

with her care, love,

mother is Nature. Human parentage is merely a
channel through which for a time an individual life
courses its way."
This is not quite correct, for the same

an ode on immortality than an inquiry into the subject.

tractively written

it

to itself

real

brick

the belief in immortality.

Mr. C. T. Stockwell

training, etc., then gives

destroy the individuality of the unit presence.

and the law of growth.

that corporeally

it,

we

while both appear

without their visionary garb and the

additions of a childish imagination.

It is

exact

She receives a life, and
modifies it somewhat and, when

into this world, environs

again, her

No mother

the

a frightful fiend into

rest,

"

a strictly

popularly supposed.

is

for a time, nourishes

comes

are but

by self-development and
new life by blendIt is no mere figure of speech
ing their souls into one.
when Faust speaks to Gretchen of uniting soul to soul.
The individual on the other hand is not lost in an
aggregation of higher and more complex organisms; it
can fully preserve its individuality in a greater unity and
even in the whole totality of all life in the world. Our
"An aggregation does not
author says on page 40:

of a super-sensible existence in dreamland, and the other
loses

a mother, in

in reality, so entirely

" Process of Progress."

twins!

which the individuals

rectly) expressed in the following passage:

transition."

'

poetically and forcibly (although not quite cor-

is

it

splendor

therefore, potential

is,

bation and trial'"

Number 24 of The
Open Court by Rudolph Weyler, who calls Death the
a

man

;

explained in the leading essay in

What

In fact,

itself.

and emerges from, the physical he is here undergoing a process of education and development not pro-

in,

sense, as

Immortality and Death!

is

being with the constancy of gravitation

can explain the true meaning of Death and Immortality.

Our

term,

this

meant the infinity of spiritual
press down upon and around every human

largest sense,

its

By

"

environment, as he expresses himself:

clear " (p. 5).
" The spiritual nature of

EVOLUTION AND IMMORTALITY.*

ject,

on a sudden, he turns back and relapses into the old
The author " sees now," as the Apostle
Paul says, " as through a glass darkly " he only partly

dualistic views.

from the standpoint of science to-day, all forces are
spiritual forces, and the identity of law with God seems

act as the All acts.

Edward

COURT.

each

cell

in

man

Complexity leads

or intelligence,

sincerely for the pleasure his suggestive

the difference between a

monad and

*

*
a

is

its

so the

main-

to a

higher

*

so that

man may be

:

:

THE OPEN COURT.
accounted for upon the basis of the difference

the

in

complexity of the organic structure of both."

And

the idea of

Stockwell to

the

of the whole leads Mr.

life

"Can

view of immortality.

his

Deity die,"

he asks, "in the sense of becoming extinct?

we

can

die.

He

If

Thus he

cannot

If so,

then

how may we?"

die,

are

still,

Johns and
Marys,
what they were.

the

Janes,

we

as

not

call

Neither

are

they to-day what they will be to-morrow, next year,
ten years hence.
Still we call them our children; or, in
a

We

deeper sense, ours.

scarcely notice that they are

constantly dying, day by day, and, also, that they as

very beautifully about immortality

says

and

them
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We

constantly are being born again.

are parents

— not

"Immortality is not a question of time or
space.
It is measured rather by the terms of quantity
and quality, and it is to be in us if anywhere."
Life and Death are to him correlatives (although he

of stationary, mechanical existences, but of processes of

does not use this expression), both of which must be ex-

being.

pressed by the term transformation. " Life is manifested
by and through transformation, and this transforming

were.

36):

(p.

process

we

higher

life.

not

Look

As with

so.

it

at

requires for

its

character of

man

immortality,

is

upper

germ
to

if

this

be

of an acorn which,

itself

growth, and

its

the condition of

around and see

and

former sheath or body, so the

and, consequently, the nature of his

*

*

We

*

must

select

and appropri-

the oak, from the earth beneath us and from the

of the invisible and immaterial influences that

air

emanate from the all-pervading and all-environing
"Over- Soul." * * * We are constantly being transformed from a lower to a higher life."
And on page 42
" This, however, implies a continual
dying, so
called; a continual, incessant changing every day and
every hour of our existence.
"

'

Who
Or

thinks aught can begin to be which formerly was not,

which

that aught

Another truth

I

is

now

can perish and utterly decay;

unfold; no natural birth

Is there of mortal things,

Nothing

is

nor death's destruction

final;

there but a mingling, and then a separation of the

mingled,

Which

Has

"

are called a birth and a death by ignorant mortals.'
it

experience

Does not our conscious

not always been so?

We

accord with this law?

all

have had an

existence in the embryological stage and have died to

and been born from
fants

we have

died,

We

of childhood.
as

youth.

most of us
ful

To

into an infantile world.

As

it,

in-

and have been born into the world
have died as children and been born

the youthful stage

find ourselves, at this

we have

moment,

died, and

in that

change-

period of our existence denominated mature physical

life;

while some of us have passed on to that stage called

the evening of
'

it,

a mingling,

marks our

human

existence.

entire conscious course

He speaks
"Some of

Birth and death, or

then separation of the mingled,' surely

from the beginning."

of the identity with our children:
us,

who

are parents, have lost,

irrevo-

our infants, our children, our youth and,

cably

lost,

may

be, our

young men and maids.

it

The Jameses

of existence, but

of potentialities, and of potentialities that are constantly
realizing,

by

step

*

*

*

the unending possibilities

step,

of

We

The)- are not what they were.

we were. They and we are of what we
The line of continuity is not broken; it is simply
extended, developed.
The individuality is not lost; it,
are not as

taken on larger proportions, become more

rather, has

individualized."

Mr. Stockwell speaks of

selects that

doing breaks

in so

determined upon the principle of rejection

selection.

ate, like

really

is

all

the contained

through and casts off

and

it

nature

conditioned, draws

properly

which

death; but

call

— not of a single stage

being; parents

the graafian cell and the

A

nucleated bodies as an analogy for immortality.

cell

one or several nuclei or kernels,
which by and by grow to be cells. If the membrane

develops

in its interior

away and is cast off, the mother
young cells; they are really their
This is more than an analogy, this is im-

of the original cell dies
cell lives

mother

on

cell.

in

the

— an

immortality possible through the
which from the monad to the civilized
man of to-day forms one unbroken chain. Mr. Stockwell explains on page 32 what he calls his analogy of
mortality

itself

continuity of

life,

the graafian cell
"

and

The
a

membranous

graafian cell has a

nucleated

body develops and
vironment

The

inner body.
finally

is

— the graafian

cell

external

body

inner or nucleated

born from

its

internal en-

— into an existence independ-

It is now called an ovum, and the follicular
ent of it.
body that constituted its former external body dies and
becomes entirely disorganized, the life-principle having
been transferred to the ovum. The ovum, also, passes
through almost identically the same or an analogous
Its
process of development in its organic evolution.
nucleated or inner body develops into an embryo, and
leaves, finally, its external body, the placenta, and comes

forth

into

a

new environment,

which we now live.
must cease to apply

Now

this

world of ours

further, or else this external

ours has an inner or nucleated body that

moment, developed, and
external body, that

we

it

as

body of

being, at this

know so well, into an exwe to-day are independ-

ent of our former placental bodies.
left us

is

will ultimately pass out of this

see and

istence as independent of

be

in

the laws of organic evolution

There would seem

but one of two inevitable conclusions

:

Either

to

we

pass on to a higher stage of organic evolution, independent of the present state, or the uniformity and continuity
of nature's laws no longer have application and relation
Either we continue to live, or
to us as individuals.

God'* laws must seem

to be mutable."

—
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*

*

n

*

The body

alone, having served

pose, dies ; but not until another and
substitute
life

and

prepared to take

is

its

its

home

place as the

mode

principle prepares for itself another and higher

expression.

It

a unity or continuity of

is

never has been, nor will there be, another

same

phase of

in this

come down through

that has

life

of the

undying and immortal. The same life-

spirit that is

of

There

life.

life;

it

is

the

the past, appears

expression, and shall pass on into

its

other and higher forms of material organization."

The

continuity of

in this

life

world

demonstrated, the immanence of immortality
proved, that

we

is

And

and theologies.

The same

yet!

so clearly

author, on p. 17,

gives expression to the following dualistic views, quite

with the above quoted monistic passages:

Whatever

"

the deeper law of unity

may

to

apparent duality

—

spirit

and matter.

apparent duality, that

matter

represented

is

and seems

phenomena we soon come

all

stands

this duality,

organized

of

universe of organisms,

the

in

And

back

back of the reproduction of organ-

to stand

isms."

Perhaps the source of
estimation

of

this error

self-consciousness,

" Self-consciousness

is

is

— of

the author's over-

which

he says:

spirit birth, and the individual,

from the point of attaining self-consciousness,

is

an im-

Mr. Stockwell overlooks the
is

fact that consciousness

only a very small part of our existence, and even a

very unstable and precarious one, and that conscious-

— interrupted

ness-

slumber

—

is

sum

every night by a state of unconscious

the result of a very complicated

mechanism

not apprehensible to phys-

is

"The

non, that which sub-stands

phenomena."

If

Further on Mr.

we

would seem

real

or independent

Material things

at all.

of their properties.

total

to be a

— stands under

noume-

or back of

look upon the j:>henomena of nature

we

need no assumption of a noumenon which "sub-stands phenomena" and makes them

real.

Kant's expression

noumenon means

" thought";

that
of

we

experience and are cognizant of the

The things into
own creations, are

nature by sensation.

mind combines them

The

are our

They

our thought.

are

is

it

Kant held
phenomena
which our

the present passive participle of vouv to think.

products

noumena.

World, God are not concrete realities
phenomena, they are ideas, or thoughts,

ideas Soul,

as are natural

products of our

own

Whether they

reasoning.

exist

outside of our minds he does not say, but he does say
that
of

we must

think them,

from

and

we may

fairly

assume

their existence.

opher should always bear

in

rally retains the "life-principle"

argues that

But the philosare nou-

old dualistic view, natu-

which long

He

been discarded by physiologists.

The two

he

minfl that they

mena; viz., thoughts.*
Mr. Stockwell, retaining the

"

standpoint

the

Critique of Practical Reason

his

since has

page

says,

is

that of life or spirit; and

it is

the spiritual, that our true personality

latter,

found.

18:

channels are, on the one hand, that of matter,

while the other

mortal being."

—

does not exist

Stockwell says:

says:

matter separated from, or inde-

Such matter separated from,

of, its properties

are the

Mr. Stockwell

instance,

is,

of, its properties

sense."

be that

antecedent of such phenomena, a duality.

In tracing the history of

or

pendent
ical

of

runs throughout the universe of phenomena, there seems
to be, as an

matter, for

M fitter per se— that

should say the author of these passages

must have shaken off all antiquated ideas of a transcendent
immortality as taught by the old dualistic philosophies

at variance

"

as real in themselves

so plainly

is

About

pur-

more highly organized

The

tentially or

is

in the

to

be

always remains poessence the same, while the forms and

life-principle or spirit

in

combinations of matter
principle expresses

— the

itself,

body

— by which

the

life-

are constantly changing.

It is

of our cerebral system, which sometimes under certain

never any two hours, or even two minutes, absolutely

conditions accompanies certain activities of the brain.

the same.

How

body

can such an unstable process and product of our

organic

life

be the cause of our immortality?

It is just

our consciousness and the egotism of a perpetual (as

if

from our idea of

which must be excluded
immortality.
If a man, because he is

self-conscious,

believed

petrified)

separate existence

entity, this

is

duality of the

is

And

be eternally a separate

Granted this
and of the rest of the
dualism will be seen every-

ego on the one

universe on the other side

where.

to

the very basis of dualism.

this

—

side

dualism will pervert and change the

oddest and most mysterious
Everything becomes a duality. Body, soul,
matter, force, are rather supposed to be compositions or
simplest things into the
entities.

combinations than perfect
sides being

itself,

extramundane.

unities.

And

everything, be-

becomes something supersensible or

As

to the

a suit of clothes

individuality

consideration only as a

*The

reader's attention

01

is

to the

ego; and

body, so
it

phenomenon which
is

is

the

should 'have
suits wants.'

here called to the fact that the word

noumenon is wrongly defined in our dictionaries. Webster says:
" Nou'-mc-non [Gr. vobfievov, the thing perceived, p. pr. pass, of
vouv, to perceive, vovc, the mind. J (A/ciaf/i.) The of itself unknown
and unknowable rational object, or thing in itself, which is distinguished from the phenomenon in which it occurs to apprehension, and by which it is interpreted and understood:
so used in
the philosophy of Kant and his followers." By the by, vobfuvav is
Accordingly the pronunciation no-oo'a misprint for voob/ievov.
me-non is preferable to Webster's pronunciation noo'-me-non. The
latter is commonly used, but the former is the only correct pro-

—

nunciation."

Webster inverts the logical order of ideas: Phenomena perceived as sensations are real, while the things which we conceive
are conceptions of our minds; ergo, Kant says: things in themselves are noumena,
viz., thoughts, creations of our mind.
Especially the ideas "world, soul, God " are first of all ideas;
call
them whatever you like, abstracts, generalizations or thoughts, it
means about the same as what Kant called noumena.

—

—

—
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'

Body

has

its

simply as a tool
forms

of*

The

viewed.'

is,

in

Mr.

Stockvvell's views

Our person

according to him, only a

of our spiritual
self.

Changing and changeable

matter per se cannot constitute personality."

dualism

pressed in this passage.

body

when measured

proper consideration
is

From

as

it

appears

in

generations

our

tool, or a suit of clothes

noumenon which he thinks is our real
monism it is the changing

the standpoint of

personality.

between one brain and another

And

one of matter but of form.

evolution

is

is

not

not a pro-

which produces matter, but changes the form of
Evolution is a development of form. It is the
matter.
importance of form which is overlooked by the one-sided

cess

materialists just as

Form

is

much

as

by the one-sided

the most important feature of

life,

and

spiritualists.

secrets

life's

cannot be understood except by a proper recognition of

mystery of mind and

world

is its

spirit.

And

form.

we
The

In form

the importance of form.

this explains

key

find the

of

spirituality

why

to the

the

personality

constituted by changing and changeable forms of

is

egg contains

as

is

universe of matter

may

Life.

*

be said to be God,

if

*

an Infinite organism,
having an Ego, and that the ego is the teal of any
organism; the thing itself behind phenomena."
ber that the Universe per se

Is the case

a passing

produced, as

is

not just the reverse?

Mr. Stockwell imagines,
is

much

a species of the

into action,

we

^lotion

which

is

If a sculptor

it

learned in the scholarly essay of the

last

Stockwell says:

" Evolution implies an involution.

An

It

moment of its
human being.

the

at

statue, the statue

never existed before

birth

no evolution

is

— you

may

that

existed potentially,

it

the expression

if

we may

that all non-existent things,

just as

say

True,

many forms

a combination of

is

which he saw before, and

allowable

is

well declare

they are but possible,

if

exist potentially.

were only the e-volution of an involunot to evolve, and it were
that some one made this involution

If evolution
it

were

great

better for us

pity

which thus necessitated the re-evolving.

The

conception of evolution places perfection

at

ning of

duahstic

the begin-

development, while according to the monistic
is its end and aim which lies before us

all

view, perfection

as an ideal constantly

ble, the

showing

a

new

vista

Accordingly, absolute perfection

progress.

path of progress

is

of further

impossi-

is

unlimited and the possibility

of evolution infinite.

P.

(J.

DETERMINISM VERSUS INDETERMINISM.
AN ANSWER TO PROF. WILLIAM JAMES.
BY PROF. GEORG VON GIZYCKI.

is

number by Schneider, through reflex motion, and action
Motion is the more generic and
is one kind of motion.
Where there is will there
will the more specific term.
is motion; but all motion is by no means necessarily will.
And now we come to one of the most important
Mr.
fallacies which is derived fromdualistic principles.

moulds a

but the idea of the statue

not, as

organism

idea that the

existed potentially in the brain of the sculptor.

genus will. Will

in a living

unlike the child

a fish or a reptile to an adult

of the marble.

human

The
we remem-

*

The

a small chicken

The fact is, that by a change of form some entirely
new thing can be created, which never existed before.

a

Infinite

of live organisms are not

—

It is Mr. Stockwell's dualism which also infects his
view of motion.
He sa)s (p. 2S): "Where motion is
found there must be will behind it; where will is, there
And so there must be behind, or in,
also intelligence is.
this universe of infinite motion an Infinite Will, an In-

an

the truth in the idea of immortality.

which merely increases in
size has long since been superseded,
as more recent
investigations prove that the embryonic development
passes through several radical changes of form, which

tion,

Intelligence,

continuance, this

this

an e-volution of a former in-volution.

organisms.

finite

is

Growth and development

are as

difference

and

to generation,

preservation and further development of form in future

plainly ex-

is

and changeable forms of matter which indeed constitute

The

from generation

729

"

The

greatest difficulties in the consideration of the subject

of liberty and necessity, have arisen from ambiguities

of terms."

"La

question de

la liberte est la

nous puissions examiner."'
tation

in

the use

Priestley.

upon

this

plus interessante que

Thus Voltaire began

a disser-

subject,which exactly a century and a half

ago, he sent to the "

Federic; and now

Salomon du Nord,"

his royal friend,

and much debated

as then, this great

question possesses an irresistible magnetism, as

may

be

of

number of pamphlets annually pubSome years ago
lished on " Freedom and Necessity.
a well-known German professor, upon being asked by
a student whether he might choose the " Refutation of
Indeterminism " as a subject for his thesis, replied " Quis
dubitat ?" and requested him to choose another subject.
Apparently he was a stranger to the views of his own

destroyed.

excellent psychologist, Prof. William James, of

infolding must, in the very nature of things, precede an

seen by the large

1

unfolding."

The term

evolution in the sense of being an evolving

something that existed before is a misconception.
Evolution is the progressive change from lower to
higher or from simpler to more complicated and richer
Matter cannot be created, nor can it be deforms.
But form can be produced and it also can be
stroyed.
Evolution

is

possible because of the continuance and

transference of form through inheritance and education

colleagues.

vard, took
in

Recently no

up the cudgels

eminent

less

in

'

a

man

than the

Har-

behalf of indeterminism,

a brilliant lecture, delivered

March

13, 18S4,

before
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the " Harvard Divinity School," and published in the

explode under certain circumstances?

Unitarian Review and Religions Magazine for Sep-

powder does

so entirely of

nature to act

so.

tember, 1SS4.

I

should like to discuss some points of

The Open Court

lecture in

this

and

preface

shall

have to say with a few general remarks.
regard the law of causality the law which tells
us that nothing happens without a cause, that all changes
and conditions are but the inevitable result of preceding

what

I

—

We

—

changes and conditions, as the commonest law of nature.
What right have we to do this? What justifies the assumption that what has once occurred under certain conalways occur under similar conditions?
have a material and a logical reason for the same.

ditions will

We
If

law " is really a law of nature, if it is a fact and
not merely imagination, it must be the expression of natural facts
and the facts justify the law.
Scientific investigation has always met with uniform-

this "

—

ity in nature,

— never with anarchy and miracles
—a

the observations of the past
future

But

past

— we conclude what we may expect

this conviction that

and from

;

which once was a
in the future.

what has heretofore occurred

at

under certain conditions, will always and

certain places

—

everywhere occur under similar conditions this conviction of the "eternity and ubiquity" of the natural laws,
as it has been termed, includes infinitely more than

How

actual observation warrants.

"more"?
The justification

are

we to

justify this

is

entirely logical:

it is

itself.

Things have certain qualities; they are something, not
nothing: and according to these qualities they act and
are acted upon
they act according to what they are,
not according to what they are not.
But all that I can
say of things, all the qualities I might mention, their entire existence of which I might speak is, in truth, their

—

;

When

effect.

I

speak of a certain thing,

thing that has a certain

effect,

tion to other things.

I

as long as

it

If

—

certain thing

— will

always

conditions,

say no

more than

long as

may

it

mean some-

and bears a certain

rela-

say then, that a certain thing,

does not change

I

I

as long, then, as

act similarly

it is

this

under similar

that this certain thing, as

does not change, will be this certain thing.

It

often be very difficult and even impossible to decide

whether or not
thing

a thing has

changed, or whether one

another,

it

did before, and

if

a thing

must under similar conditions

is

exactly like

act just like the

other.
If

have once observed that dry gunpowder will
it comes in contact with
a flame, I
that under like conditions it must necessarily always

I

explode.

Why

sity," this "

Are

;

always implies coercion, but

in this case

not the

is

it

mind that thinks
about them.
The mind is forced to acknowledge the
conclusion if the premises are given; it must do so; it
cannot help it. But the things and events themselves
either are or are not, and when I call them " necessary,"
things that suffer coercion, but the

not in an objective but in a subjective

it is

my knowledge

expression of
not

is

If I say

This rolling

:

yonder point
it

:

or,

should not;

that

have

I

the object but

in

am

I

must

it

— an
The

the subject.

in

will necessarily strike

ball

strike

it,

but saying that

sufficient

sense

regarding them.

reasons for

impossible that

it is

am

I

the

positive of

it,

If

assertion.

I

There can be no organic existence on the moon,
simply means that my knowledge of the composition

say:
it

of the
If

moon warrants

the assertion.

any one

me

tells

whom

of a person

thoroughly and whose character

I

been guilty of a despicable action,

I

— meaning

know

I

adore, that he has

immediately

will

say:

That

ficient

reason to be convinced that he has not committed

the action.
it

a

impossible

is

sibility

(such

have

I

all-suf-

do not mean that he could not have done

I

had he wished

man who

that

to;

but

will never

I

mean

that I

have such a

know him to be
The impos-

desire.

does not then here imply a physical hindrance

as

being

tied,

and therefore unable to

positive conviction, the absence of

The

necessity, in this sense,

all

act),

but the

doubt.

and the negative neces-

the impossibility, the must are in the mind, not in

the things themselves, and this

is

equally true of their

opposites, the accidental and the possible.

explode as soon as

know

it

:

sity,

it

very

must is not a conmarks the condi-

necessity, the

—

—

always

act as

it is its

mind which conceives of them. To be necesto follow from some cause.
It is necessarily so
there is some reason for its being so it is impos" This
sible
there is some reason for its not being so.
or the other must be so." Whoever says this has a reason
for his assertion it must be so, for these are the facts.
Causes are acknowledgments, the premises of the conIf I have the two
clusions originally based upon them.
sentences:
What once occurs under certain conditions
will always
occur under like conditions; and, the
powder exploded under such and such conditions; I
therefrom obtain the logical conclusion that powder will
always explode under like conditions, and this conclusion is a necessary result of the premises.
Necessary

most

like

The

at all.

means,

sarily so

another or not; but, if this is the case, if a.
thing has not changed, it must under similar conditions
is

Not

accord;

tion of the

simply based

equal to

is

own

dition of the things and events, but

necessity

on the law of thought that everything

The

its

why must?

necessarily,

must" something

things subject to a fate

?

in the
Is the

Is this

" neces-

things themselves?

powder

forced to

It is

it may be,
that he
may rain to-morrow;

possible,

possible that
that he will

it

or,

lives; or,
it

is

it

is

possible

so, means, I do not know and
assume the contrary.

do so and

have no reason

"Accident"
sense almost

still

to

actually

all scientists

means without a cause. In this
agree; no change in nature is

—

I
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But it may also mean unintentional. " It
was an unlucky accident that a ball struck him while he
was promenading near the shooting-gallery," means that
there was no intention either on the part of the shooter
or on that of the wounded man to bring about this
result.
The combination of two circumstances is called
accidental.

when

accidental

they have no causal connection, while

same time each circumstance has

at the

cause.

If, for

instance,

a brick

falling

respective

its

from the roof

wind is rolling along, we call it an
accident. Very often, however, what we call " accident "
is only due to our ignorance.
If I call it an accident that
a dollar thrown into the air falls " heads up," it simply
means that I do not know beforehand how it will fall.
Much confusion has often arisen from not observing
the dual meaning of such words as " necessary," "imthem,

as

it

were,

in their

physical instead of in their logical

"Even

If I say:

sense.

man

to the best

it is

possible

commit an evil deed," " he can do it," and if I say,
" For the good man it is not possible to commit an evil
deed," "he can never do it."
I use the words "can"
and " possible " in two entirely different senses
describe two entirely different ideas with the same word.
The first sentence simply means that even the best
man can, if he -wishes to, commit an evil deed; the second means that the good man never has this desire it is
not in his nature to have it; it would be a contradiction
to

—

;

to say that

The

he possesses

to act in

Aristotle ascribed

all

scientifically disciplined

mind does not gener-

admit such a thing as an absolute accident

ally

ness in nature.

It

does not doubt that

all

— lawless-

natural phe-

which there appears to be neither
rule nor reason, such as the changes of wind and weather,
are, in reality, governed by the strictest laws.
All scientific
investigation is based on this assumption which
It is certain
experience daily justifies more and more.
that all changes in nature are governed by laws, and
nomena, even those

that

if

we knew

in

these laws

we

could positively predict

all changes, as the astronomer even now, by his knowledge of the laws which regulate the motions of the
heavenly bodies, can predict eclipses of the sun and

Though

moon.

similar predictions are not yet possible

in

other departments of nature,

is

due

to

any irregularity

we do

in the

not think that this

phenomena

in

those

the uniformity of law

in

Before Galileo's day nature

of nature.

was not supposed

accordance with laws; even

processes of nature to pure acci-

modern English ethics, Thomas
Hobbes, who was more influenced by Galileo than by any
one else, was the first to propound the scientific theory
of the conformity to law of the actions of the human
dent; the founder of

will.

The

whether the actions of the

question,

phenomena which act in conformity
only two answers yes and no.

The

will are

to a law, admits of

philosophic theory which holds that they do,

has been called determinism; that which says they do
is known as indeterminism.
The determinist assumes, as Kant

not,

could penetrate into the secrets of

all

phenomena of

the

human

could not predict with certainty, or which

would not be

will, there

"If we

says:

the

we

a single action that

we would

not recognize as a necessary consequence of the preceding conditions." "
should be able to predict all the

We

future actions of a

man

as accurately as

of the sun or moon."

we

can an eclipse

(Kant, Critique of Practical

Reason.)

To

human

think about

actions,

assume a law controlling them;

moment

determine

his

man,

deny

man

a certain being, so every

a certain

means,

to

appears, to

it

is,

law

this

Just as every being

cease actually to think.

ment

this desire.
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simultaneously with the belief
in the processes

strikes a ball that the

possible," " can," " cannot," " be able," etc., and using
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is

is

to

every

at

every mo-

at

— he possesses certain qualities which
and

actions,

these

if

do not

qualities

change, his actions will not, under the same external

change

conditions,

either.

If

what he

they did,

he would be

we

acting according

to

assume that
ditions being

causes produce like effects,

thought
Prof.
" of

may

two

is

like

similar,

not.

is

we must

If

cannot
con-

all

cease to think, for

all

based on this assumption.

James says

that indeterminism assumes that

alternative futures

we now

conceive, both

now

be really possible, and the one only become im-

possible at the very

by becoming

moment when the other excludes it
The question at issue between

real itself."

determinism and indeterminism " relates solely to the
existence of possibilities, in the strict sense of the term, as

things that may, but need not, be.

Both sidesadmit

volition, for instance, has occurred.

The

that a

indeterminists

departments, but rather to our ignorance of the laws

say another volition might have occurred in

that govern them.

the determinists swear that nothing could possibly have

Now,
ness,

are the

phenomena

will, effects of causes?

nomena which, under
appear
fore,

of the

human

conscious-

and more particularly the actions of the human

Are they, too, imperative phesame conditions, will always

the

same manner, and which can, thereknowledge of the conditions, be predicted

in exactly the

with a

with certainty?

It is a fact

formity of law in the

that the

human

will has

belief in the uni-

been developed

occurred in

its

place.

Now

its

place;

can Science be called in to

which of these two point-blank contradictors of
Science professes to draw no coneach other is right?
tell

us

clusions but such as are based on matters of fact, things

But how can any amount
anything actually happened give us

that have actually happened.

of assurance

that

the least grain of information as to

whether another

thing might or might not have happened

in its

place?

—
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Facts can only prove
bilities

and not

facts,

With

facts.

things that are possi-

they have no concern.

If

we have

no other evidence than the evidence of existing facts,
the possibility question must remain a mystery never to

And

be cleared up.

the truth

that

is

practically

facts

have haidly anything to do with making us either de*

terminists or indeterminists.

men and

into possibility

faiths or postulates,

man
it,

*

*

anti-possibility

What divides us
men is different

— postulates of rationality.

To

this

more rational with possibilities in
man, more rational with possibilities ex-

the world seems

to

that

The

cluded."

determinist

quite right in saying that

is

the indeterminist assumes an accident; but accident

"a

is

purely negative and relative term, giving us no information about that of

happens

which

predicted, except that

is

it

be disconnected with something

to

by other things

controlled, secuicd or necessitated

vance of

its o\\

n, actual

"

presence."

As

James, "

I

want

to

all

beg you

it

— not

in ad-

this point

most subtle point of the whole lecture, and
time the point on which

else,

at the

is

the

same

the rest hinges," adds Prof.

pay special attention

to

to

it.

What I say is that it tells us nothing about what a thing
may be in itself to call it chance. It may be a bad thing,
it may be a good thing."
If
it,

all

it

this method of reasoning carried weight with
would prove that not only human actions, but

Not only

processes of nature are accidental.

the

author, instead of speaking of a " mystery

If our

never to be cleared up," had

Baconian language)

(to use

begun with the words after the rational method of
mathematicians, and had told us what is really understood by the "possible" or that which may be
whether

—

anything but our

it is

own

ignorance and the absence of

a cause for the assumption of the contrary of that
is

regarded as "possible"

may

alight there, but

"It

as

it

may

us nothing about

tells

itself to call

when we

blown by the wind,

that this leaf,
it

—

it

chance

—

it

say

:

will fly to

it

is

which

possible

yonder spot,

also alight elsewhere.

what

may be

a thing

bad thing,

a

may be in
it may be

good thing"? Very well. But that is just the trouble.
always a very bad thing to be quite uncertain regarding the future, not to know whether " a good thing "
or "a bad thing" may happen.
To call things accia

It is

do away with faith.
argument against free will," Prof. James
continues, "is that, if it be true, a man's murderer may
as probably be his best friend as his worst enemy, a
mother as likely to strangle as to suckle her first-born,
and all of us as ready to jump from fourth-story windows
Users of this argument*
as to go out of front doors, etc.
should properly be excluded from debate till they learn
what the real question is. 'Free will does not say that
dental,

to ignore science, to

is

"A

favorite

'

everything that
possible.

It

is

physically conceivable

also morally

is

merely says that of alternatives that really

changes of wind and weather would be accidental "in

tempt our

the strict sense of the term," but an eclipse of the sun,

course, the alternatives that really tc7npt our will are

man whose head

the death of a

has been cut

off,

would

be equally accidental.

How

does

happen

it

scientist

that,

with very rare exceptions,

to

be accidental?

It

in

the material world

would seem, then,

that science

the science of nature and that of thought after all "has
some concern " with the settlement of the vexed question.

The man whose head was
But, we are told, mere facts do

cut off died,

man

to live after

true.

was impos-

it

being beheaded, the facts

and science have "no concern."
that science has, in fact, very

is

not decide the question

of possibilities: with the assumption that
sible for the

it

Well,

we

others think

much concern with

the set-

tlement of such questions; for the assumption that like
causes produce like effects

To

is

the very basis of science.

the determinist "the world seems

possibilities

excluded."

accidents are meant, as

Certainly,
is

more
by

if

here the case.

rational

with

possibilities,

A world

taining "possibilities" would, to the degree in

con-

which

these possibilities exist, set at naught the practical exercise of reason

— for in that case we could no longer believe

that like causes

contained

a

produce

great

many

reason would soon

like effects.

And

if

the world

"possibilities," the exercise of

become non est, for reasonable
and reasoning beings would cease to exist. Such a
world would e chaos, "in the strict sense of the term."

the

I

more than one

Of

really possible.

is

vastly fewer than the physical possibilities

we can

coldly

Persons really tempted often do murder their

fancy.

assumes any processes

no

will,

best friend, mothers

do strangle

their first-born, people

do jump out of fourth-story windows, etc."
It does not seem as if this explanation were quite

in

accordance with the general statements regarding "pos-

made by the author; and it does not seem as
even now the indeterminists although they have become more modest in the course of years would all be
sibilities,"

—

if

with

satisfied

this definition of

Of "alternatives that
"more than one is really

—

"free will."

really

tempt our will" then,

By

possible."

these "alterna-

the author evidently means: various imagined

tives"
actions,

which

call

forth a

wish

for their

realization.

For instance, he says: "People do jump out of fourthLet us assume then, that a man, who
story windows."
brought
to despair by an unfortunate love
has been
determines
to
end his misery by voluntarily seekaffair,
ing death, and jumps from the window of the fourth
floor;

he

is

found bruised and crushed, but the surgeon's

art succeeds in restoring

mined

to

commit

him

to

life.

suicide, his will

various alternatives:

Before he deter-

was, indeed, tried by

the natural love of

life

was

great within him, the thought of destruction, of
*Cf.

John Fiske, Cosmic Philosophy, Part

(first edition).

II.

Chap. XVII. Vol.

still

self-

2, p.

1S1

THE OPEN
was terrible to him; but more terrible still
was the thought of living on, and the thought that he
could at once end all his misery was very sweet. And
when he had decided upon suicide, he hesitated whether
to shoot or poison himself or to jump from the window.
What does it mean, then, to say that another alternative
than the one actually chosen was -'really possible"?
If
the man now thinks back upon that act caused by despair,
which he in all probability sincerely repents, does his
consciousness tell him that he could have acted otherwise?
It tells him nothing of the kind; it can only speak of the
destruction

now actually existing
memory tell him so.

Neither

conditions.

does

his

can only speak of what has

It

what might have been. Neither
memory, but only reason can say any-

is

COURT.
said, that

I
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can choose

it,

how

no matter

how

posing motives

may

succumbed

temptation; difficulty and

to

are fundamentally

be, or

two

often

strong op-

ma) have already

1

impossibility

again, physical freedom seems to be understood.

consider an action

my

would be wrong not
thing which
consider

it

I

my

want

if I

succor

to

not do so, even though

nemo

tli it

ought

I

do

t<>

a

to;

if

I

am

drowning man,

may wish

I

the

man

says

to

himself,

may make

That

not impossible."

might have acted differently, he generally means: I
could have acted differently had I willed it.
But if he
asks himself: Could I possibly have willed otherwise
at the time? could a different act of the will have been
possible? what will his reason reply?
Perhaps this: I
would not have committed the action if 1 had thought
about it then as I do now, but I did not think so.
I
would not have committed it, if the thought that time
would heal my wound had been present to me, but it
was not. I would not have committed it if I had conI

sidered suicide as positively despicable, but

consider

dow

I

if

so.

thought

I

choosing to die and not to

ferred death,

/. e.,

the motive

it

was.

live, is a

The

fact of

proof that

to

suicide

say that

I

death,

a contradiction.

know

I

that

if

the circumstances

which influenced the action could exist once more I should
same manner; but they can never exist
again: for even were I again placed in a similar condition, the state of my mind would not be the same: other
thoughts and other feelings woidd influence me.
act in precisely the

but

Let us suppose that the action has not yet occurred,
is simply a matter of thought and intention, what

does

it

mean

that of life

if

is

we say not only the choice of death, but
now really possible? Perhaps it means:
:

both actions are entirely dependent upon the will of the
subject; but

it

may

also

mean:

I

do not know, or the

person under temptation does not himself
will act —there

is

other for granted.
accident, there

stead of life
minists

is

no reason

'But, should

no cause

— surely

make

to take

for a

common

it

know how

be said:

man

sense,

he

one course or the
it is

a

mere

choosing death

which the

in-

indeter-

so large a factor in their arguments, will

an action

very true;

is

for a

choose between various actions that are possible

and of which one

is

right,

I

must necessarily believe,

it

impossible

not

is

The

his will.

wills

it

if

a

— the very thing

he wills

if

man

it,

can do
action

it;

if

it

man cannot
it

even though he

while the very fact of his willing

it;

can com-

not applicable, as

is

appear that he cannot do

possibility

but

difficult,

asseition that a

execute a certain act of the will

makes

somedo not

for I can-

man

commit an

that he cannot

in question.

it

Not

proves

its

to be able

But
although one wills, is simply a paradox.
do the right action, if the motives not to do it are
Will he want to do
stronger than the motives to do it?
" If the motive to do right,"
it, if his will is not to do it ?
as has been said, "is too weak in me, still I cannot upon
will,

to

will he

mature
to

reflection regard this fact as a sensible reason not

do right." Certainly not!

not to do right; but

it

is

It is

not a "sensible reason"

nevertheless the cause of

it.

A

"sensible reason not to do right" does not exist.

"No
how

matter

how

may have done wrong, and
may be, I know that
do right henceforth." He who

often

I

strongly confirmed the habit

is still

possible for

me to

it

it, anything that is opposed
law of the actions of the human will. He can
scarcely mean to imply that there will be changes with-

says this can hardly mean, by
to the

mean that it will be possible
him to do right, even though the motives which
impel him to do so are less strong than those to do wrong.
He means to say: It is in my power to act otherwise; it
only depends upon my will: I will be able to act otherout any cause; he cannot
for

Or perhaps he means: I consider it
may, under like circumstances, have a
different will in the future from that which I have hitherto had.
I have no reason to assume that it will always
be the same. A change of will may even seem probable
wise

if I

wish

possible that

to him.

The

to.

I

evil

consequences of

his action

are

now

apparent to him, or perhaps some experiences have given
him cause to deeply regret his past wickedness; the
strong motive which determined him to do evil

now no

and he now vividly pictures a better life; it
already seems a reality; and so he thinks that he will in
longer

exists,

future act differently; he

object.
If I

not said

it is

depends upon

pre-

I

which determined me

was stronger than the love of life; and to
could have chosen life, even though I preferred

commit
is

did not then

I

destruction; at the time

my

I

would not have jumped from the winhad not considered that the safest method of

it

do so: an action

and

I
it

"Strongly opposing motives and the

obiigatur.

habit of contradiction

mit an action, regardless of opposing motives,

If

I

If

that

Ultra posse

to.

to

possibilities.

it is

lame

really occurred, not of

of

it,

certainly think that

to, I

can do
duty

duty,

consciousness nor

thing

Here,

entirely different ideas.

better.

But how often

a resolution

is

broken!

is

makes the resolution to become
wrong, and how many

this belief

"

The way

to hell

is

paved with

)
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If he

good resolutions."

is

again placed in a similar

situation of temptation, the evil

motive

dominate, and the motive against

it,

may

again pre-

the motive

which

prompted the resolution, becomes weak, and he will again
do wrong. But, though resolutions are often broken,
they are also often kept; the tendency to evil

may

be

overcome by a stronger tendency to good. But which of
the two will conquer is not a matter of accident; and
sometimes our knowledge of a man's character is so accurate that we can predict almost with certainty whether
or not he will keep a resolution once made. The decision
depends upon the relation of the degrees of the motives:
and everything that tends to strengthen the tendency to
the good
and how innumerable are the circumstances

—

which can strengthen

we

it!

— influences the decision

in favor

awakening or strengthenoftentimes the mere
expression of our faith in the good in him is sufficient to
do this we may influence him to do right. Let us
bring to his consciousness the distinction between the
of the good.

If

succeed

ing the nobler parts of

in

man

— and

—

"difficulty" and the "impossibility" of an action, let
us convince

him

to

self,

upon

him

that

no external circumstances force
it depends entirely upon him-

do wrong, but that

awaken

his

own

him the

will, that to

will

is

to be able to; let us

by showing him the
good that really is in him, let us call to his mind the happiness that will accompany right action; and we will do
much toward winning him back to the good. He will
in

return to the path of righteousness, not accidentally, not

work

in

—

to give the slightest hint that there

was anything to be joyful for
announcement of the Devil's death, or rather that he had
never existed, for that is the true meaning of the universality of
order.
Our own best friends have they found any gladness of
in the

—

Would

heart in evolution?

they not stare at us for conjecturing

was possible? It is the crucifixion of the de
and best friend over again.
It cannot be said that Herbert Spencer or your Mr. Draper
are pessimists, yet the effect of advanced science teaching is to
scatter an epidemic chaiacterized by a fervent hope that it is not
that such a thing
liverer

true, with

more

or less of a conviction that

now

there are

new

motives

him, or because the relative strength of his

various motives has changed.
(

To

it

must be true

after

all.

This kind of wretched feeling
the

Sturm

unci

Drang movement

is

easily disseminated, just as

carried

away

half

Germany

in

Goethe's days.

Poor Mill! poor Mill! What might it not have been to him
have been satisfied that there is no antagonism in Nature.
I do not fear the truth, but it is enough to drive one wild to
find truth so unhappily perverted, and how gold can be turned
into stone by scientists in dread of clericalism.
No, Nature is not cruel. It has been the work of a good part
of my life to illustrate this truth. Forgive my garrulous pen. I
know, or knew, many men of glorious name in your country:
Agassiz, father and son; Prof. Henry Nuttall, Asa Gray, Dana,
Unio, Lee, Leidy, Morse and others. * * *
Wishing you all success, I remain with much respect,
to

belief in himself

without cause, but because
at

capable of entertaining the thought that anything good can come
out of the Nazareth of evolution.
The Professors do they
teach it like men heralding good news? I fear they would blush

Yours

ever,

Henry
To

St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 17, 18SS.
the best philosophical and

the Editor:

consider

I

H. Higgins.

The Open Court

religious journal published.

new

One

that will not destroy religion,

on ethics and science in place of
the old Christian dogmas. You and Mr. Hegeler call this new
religion "Monism," and say that it does for you what the old
but give us a

religion based

religion does for the believer.

many "isms" now,

*

*

*

I

think there are too

hope that Monism will do more than
other "isms" have done for mankind, and become the religion of
humanity. I have found this same satisfaction in " Ethical Cul-

be concluded.

CORRESPONDENCE.

but

I

ture," or religion of morality (humanitarianism).

RELIGION AND THE OPEN COURT.
Liverpool, Dec.
E. C.

Hegeler,

Esq.,

14, 1887.

Dear Sir:

I am an aged clergyman of the Church of England, but for
the last two years have had no clerical duty. For the last twentyseven years I have been Chairman of the Municipal Sub-com-

mittee of the Liverpool

With

Museum.

though we have never met, I have strong
sympathy, which the paper on "The Religion of Humanity," in
yourself,

The Open Court

of November :4th, has kindled into a brief
expression of interest in your work.

Strange, that Mr. Coupland should have to travel so far for
the publication of his noble views, and vet I doubt whether the
Nineteenth Century ox the Contemforary would venture to print

Dean Stanley would have rejoiced in the " Religion of
to him there has been no successor.
Grand men are some of the broad Churchmen now-a-days,
but they are not theologians. They prefer to spend and be
them.

on "The Use of the Word Religand agree with you in every respect.
The good in the old religion will always remain, and we cannot
call it by any other name; there is no word in any language that
expresses exactly what we mean by religion. Religion is our
highest aspiration, and to live up to it gives satisfaction and
strength when all else fails; it fills the wants of the heart, or soul,
or conscience, or whatever you may call the " inner man," that
feeling which says: Do right! or, You have done wrong!
The translations from the great German and French writers
will be of interest, and will, no doubt, be welcomed by all the
I

have read your

articles

ion," in the Freidenker,

readers of

The Open Court.

May The Open Court

a true scientific religion, and thereby

human

race, for

give us

become an educator of the

moral education backed by science is the only
*
* *
Yours,
G. H. SCHEEL.

salvation of mankind.

Humanity," but

spent for their flocks and live in poor streets in the midst of

them.

The marvel of

the day seems to be the reception given to the

revelation of Unity in Nature.
it

Neither learned nor simple (for
has spread to the woiking classes in our large towns), seem

INDIVIDUAL IMMORTALITY.
Norfolk, Va., January, 1S8S.
copy of the Christian Register, published in Boston, Mass.,
and dated April 7th last, was sent to me some time ago by a friend
who called my attention to twenty-three answers to the following
questions, propounded by the editor of that paper to certain promiTo

the Editor.

A

nent scientific

men

of this country, viz.:

;

THE OPEN COURT.
Are

ist.

which make

there any facts in the possession of
it

difficult to

modern science

believe in the immortality of the per-

anything

there

2d. Is

such discoveries to support or

in

strengthen a belief in immortality?

Or do you

3d.

impressions and of reflecting them, for the edification of our kind,
by means of language.

find

no

consider the question out of the pale of science

respects.

with the answers given, but there are certain

namely

We
fault

plain, natural facts bearing

on the subject which

I

desire to pre-

observations teach us further that

but their modes we look upon as imperfect and inferior, just as
we consider them imperfect and inferior to man in all other

altogether?
I

Our

modes of communication with one another;

brutes, also, possess

sonal consciousness?

735

claim the superiority of
that

:

daily subjects

man

man upon

facts patent to

has dominion over the beasts of the

them

But when we prove

to his uses.

all,

and
we do

field

this

sent in a very simple way.

not prove the immortality of anything, but prove only that as long

All sane men and women are at present conscious of a separate
and independent existence. We enjoy the very idea and upon it
base all our business and intercourse with one another. It is
claimed that this consciousness of our own existence and individuality or this "personal consciousness," if you please, is immortal
that though now experienced and enjoyed only in connection with
our corporeal bodies, it is capable of an existence independently of
such body, and that when the corporeal bodies which we see and

as

know

wrought

shall

suffer

our

dissolution,

" personal

consciousness,"

being immortal, will survive and continue forever.

This

is

the

immortality of the personal consciousness concerning which

understood the editor of the Christian Register

I

In some of the answers sent to the Register, reference was
to the personal consciousness of the lower animal tribes but
since the introduction of that feature or phase of consciousness is

made

;

prefer to confine

I

my

inquiries

"consciousness" which men enjoy and which reIs it immortal as is assumed by
ligion claims is without an end.
the majority of religions?
If so, can it be rationally established?
That it cannot be so established is a conclusion which appears unstrictly to that

me and

without the slightest desire to
doubt or to believe other than the truth, whatever that may be.
First let me ask what is the "personal consciousness?"
avoidable to

I

reach

it

To my mind it is only that condition which we all experience
when we are able to recognize ourselves as well as the tilings which
and the persons whom we have learned to know.

To

be conscious of ourselves

be conscious of other things

is

know, and are therefore conscious
birth into the world.

learned

Some men

more than some

others,

of,

know them.

All that

we have learned

are capable of learning

and they

of more than others are conscious

Some

only to know ourselves and to

but to

is

are, therefore,

since

we
our

and have
conscious

more of the world by travel than some
others have seen and are thus made conscious of things which we
may believe exist by hearing of them through those who have trav-

who have

not seen such things for ourselves, cannot be

—

be conscious of them we believe they exist and are on ly
having heard of them. Our own personal existence or
consciousness came not at our birth, even, for we attained K«/»this
state of being through the very same processes of intellectual
growth and development which have enabled us also to recognize
the persons and the things which surround us.
In other words,
our "personal consciousness" js composed of the things we have
learned and the things we thus know inclusive of our own personal
existence.
No man knew of himself before his birth and for quite
a period afterwards and, as has been suggested before, no man has
any consciousness of anything connected with himself prior to
his birth.
There can be no mistake, therefore, about the fact
that our "personal consciousness" had a beginning, and that we
experience it only in connection with this organized body while the
processes of our voluntary brain organisms are uninterrupted by
fairly said to

conscious of

The human

brain

man.

It is

call

our

"

simply that "congeries of nerve" matter
susceptible of receiving impressions through
is

the five senses, possesses the

power

to retain these

and

resource

in

purely arbitrary and

is

we

physical organization which

personal consciousness "
is

came

call

the

afterwards.

a natural and proper

effect

the properly organized brain by contact with sur-

rounding phenomena through the avenues of approach to the
I before said, we denominate the " five senses."

brain which, as

Personal consciousness is the most prominent fact connected
It is expressed in the features and the move-

with our existence.
ments of every sane

human

being.

Its

manifestations in parent,

nurse or other person come gradually to be observed by the
growing child and retroactively a like condition is developed in the
child itself. This capacity for the development of consciousness
is

inherent and latent, as

simply awakes or

is

all

our talents

are,

and consciousness

gradually aroused by being moved upon by the

forces of a natural surrounding.

It

is,

thus, an attribute of our

natures by inheritance and by natural development, and
mitted for development in our children just as
in

it

is

trans-

was developed

In other words, "personal consciousness"

us before them.

a property of the living body,

and exists only as the

is

fruit of the

living body.

Destroy
destroy

this tree and, so far as

its fruit

thing else

as

it is

when we

we can know, we

as logically

possible for us to destroy the fruit of any-

destroy that from which

it

emanates or that

wherein it is only known to reside. Why then claim that the
"personal consciousness" continues after the death of the body
when, as I think I have shown, it is a property of the living body,
of more recent growth and observed only in connection with the

body?

Personal consciousness
of

own

its

is,

in fact, the living

body conscious

personality as distinguished from the dead body which

can no longer be conscious of itself nor of anything else, so far as
human observation and human reason can teach us. If we assert
anything in this age as a fact, we are expected to prove it if the

proof
If

is

demanded.

tradition has

handed us down the doctrine of the immor-

of consciousness without handing us along with it the facts
which prove it, and if we are unable to supply the proof ourselves,
tality

then

we must

treat this item of tradition as

we

things and decline to receive it even though
flake of the world's fancy and flatters ever so

it

treat

many

other

be the brightest

much

the vanity of

mortal man.
The theory which points to the thoughts of a man which live
" lives
after him as proof that conscious thought or the " real man
also, is, I submit, without any rational foundation whatever.
Thought is the product of the living brain presented to us through
the

medium of human language,

just as the

human hand

presents

the pyramid to our view at the bidding of that organism which

conceived and planned

sleep or disease.

what we

first,

reason

This "personal consciousness"

again have seen

eled; but we,

peculiar to

bodv came

in

The

unphilosophical.

living

of.

lives

Now, when

superior to the beast

to confine his

inquiries.

likely to complicate the issue,

and the lower animal lives, man hath power over
the brute dies and the man dies, all the relations of sovereign and subject logically cease, and the predication
of the immortality of man upon the simple fact that in life he was

man

him.

The pyramid

it.

stands, while the

hand that

built

it

has been

withered a thousand years and more. And so thought survives,
though the fires of that wonderful workshop from which it eman-
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now

ated have long since ceased to burn and naught but ashes

The dead man's thoughts are only remembered and continued through those who live after him and by means of records
which the ingenuity of the living manage to preserve, and not by
remain.

which the dead man can do. Destroy these
man's thoughts alive and they will

virtue of anything

means

of keeping a dead

The

perish just as effectually as their author has done.

upon the hypothesis that we
equally fallacious.

If

I

are unable to prove the contrary,

should say "a

posite side of the street"

him

not sec

either, but

once be called

at

he

is

there,"

in question.

proves that

If

most

likely

man

me

should deny

my

" no, I can-

would

sanity

my

friends

proof of anything

is

is

passing on the op-

the fact that neither

was mistaken and

I

is

should reply,

if I

nor myself could see this hypothetical
all, it

man

and friends standing by

because they cannot see the man;

it

other

which assumes the "immortality of consciousness"

theory, too,

that no such person

at

was

If this is not correct reasoning, then testimony
through the sense of sight proves nothing. To predicate the existence of a thing upon the declaration that you cannot show it

really there.

some seem disposed to do, is equal to the proof of
fact that you cannot prove it.
We employ- no such

ceases to exist, as

a fact

by the

absurd reasoning

relation to other propositions,

in

why do

it

in

relation to this?
is

proof that the things

exist,

then the failure to see them carries us toward the conclusion that
they do not exist.
Now when the "personal consciousness" is
only in connection with the living body ;

are equally unable to establish

of any kind through
science,

do we not

when we

conscious entity after the body

to see this personally

when we

all the senses

its

are unable

is

dead, and

existence by evidence

aided by every means

stultify ourselves

and

trifle

known

to

with our reason bv

insisting that such an undiscoverable entity does exist?
It

"

Having submitted

so appears to me.

Immortality of the personal consciousness"

it

presents itself to

my

view,

I

in the

form

in

which

wish, in conclusion, only to add

may be their origin.
To pretend to believe a

ever

action at a distance, since so-called space

by

thing which the mind cannot acquiesce

it.

truth for

its

own

sake should be our motto, and

conceive of no higher morality than

this.

I

can

C. Billlts.

THE CAUSE OF GRAVITATION.

And

is

known

We

have

in the kinetic

be pervaded

theory of gases a hint towards the long-

desired explanation of attraction

—

in the fact of the elasticity of
matter (we quote from Stallo's Modem Physics, Chap. IV.): "In
is a swarm of innumerable
moving about with different velocities

the light of this theory a gaseous body
solid particles incessantly

conceivable directions, the velocities and
changed by mutual encounters at intervals which
are short in comparison with ordinary standards of duration, but
indefinitely long as compared with the duration of the encounters.
It is readily seen that these motions would soon come to an end
if the particles were wholly inelastic, or imperfectly elastic."
A
directions being

gas being a condition of matter more simple than a solid, it
explains why the properties of matter are thus made clearer in the
case of gases.

we suppose our solar system to have been primitively one
mass of matter, and that that mass was shattered beyond the
limits of the farthest planet by contact with some other celestial
body in motion, we have the conditions required by the nebular
solid

La Place

theory of

stretched out of
elasticity,

towards

its

for the formation of this world; and, matter

previous greater density would, by means ot

gravitate

back

to

its

former condition, or tend

it.

This

is

the hypothesis that

I

propose.

It

explains the primor-

motion of the nebular hypothesis with which it
entirely accords otherwise, and it postulates no more than the

dial circulatory

—

latter or than the theory of meteoric aggregation
the primitive
encounter of at least two bodies.
Some weighty evidence is derived for it from the fact that, as
is

supposed

to

be the residuum of one of these bodies, the

planet Uranus seems the residuum of the other,

number of The Open Court

In a recent

to

yet this does not altogether explain

gravitation.

the sun

To the Editor :

November

matter.

rarefied

its

hardly to be commended, and yet we are apt to foster this
very thing by an intolerance of which we are often unaware when

The

of matter alone does not at

For instance, the presence of
air or water between a magnet and the piece of iron attracted by
it, has not the least to do with such attraction.
That gravity is a force a tergo, like atmospheric pressure, as
claimed by Le Sage in his hypothesis, is not at all probable, as
most scientific men will conclude after taking into consideration
the objections made to it in Stallo's.
Motion from push is one of
those anthropomorphisms which so often stand in the way of scientific discovery.
Many modern physicists look upon motion as
inherent in matter. Grove speaks of motion as the affection of
ordinary matter, and Haeckel looks upon the atom of matter as
being be-souled. If we do accept attraction as inherent in matter
then we do not alter Newton's theory. Nor would we then claim

in is

practice

this continuity

If

this subject of the

that whatever is truth will remain truth independently of theories
whether new or old and without regard to our prejudices, what-

we

But

explain the cause of attraction.

all

in rectilinear paths of all

If the seeing of things generally

known

readily provided.

(Vol.

I,

No.

20,

an article by George Stearns on the " Mystery
Being one of the many scientists who do not see
anything mysterious in Newton's law, I wish to state my own

in a

manner on

moving

as

it

docs

its axis.

Besides extending to gravitation and to the nebular hypothe-

10) is

of Gravity."

retrograde

sis,

my

hypothesis explains the law of the "dissipation of energy"

frame no hypotheses" (quoted after
Newton elsewhere expressed,
action at a distance was repugnant to him.
The discovery by means of the spectroscope of interstellar and

narrowing of the orbits of the planets. The
it are probably those to the La Placean theory.
The objection of Babinet, sustained by Stallo, is overthrown by
supposing that the nebula extended far beyond Neptune, and the
other objection, arising from the fact that the inner satellite of
Mars circulates around that planet in less time than it takes the
planet itself to rotate on its axis, can be met in this manner.
This undue rapidity of circulation might be the result of the contact of that satellite with a comet at some anterior period, or the
satellite itself might be the extinct nucleus of some comet
attracted and appropriated by Mars, when that comet was
moving at a greater speed than that with which Mars rotates on

interplanetary

its

The law formulated by Newton is that "Every particle of
matter in the universe attracts every other particle with a force
directly as the masses of the two particles, and inversely as the
square of the distance which separates them." Newton did not
propose any explanation of gravitation, and expressly stated:
"The reason of these properties of gravity I have not, as yet,
Slallo's

Modern

Mayer,
;ether, all

So

that a

Physics).

I

But, as

matter,

the cosmic dust theorized about by J.
Mathieu- Williams, and the problematic
point out the continuity of matter through the universe.

Simens

and

medium

for gravitation to take place

the continual

main objections

explanation of the cause of gravitation.

been able to deduce, and

in

through

is

thus

to

axis.

My theory also seems especially well adapted to explain the
modus trgcudiof the organic forces, a discussion of which we will
not presently enter.

Ely Sheffokd.
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broached some ten years ago by Prof. Felix Adler
lectures before the

The Story of the Psalms.
York

By Henry Van Dyke, D. D. New

Charles Scribner's Sons.

:

Van Dyke
we cannot

progress and

deserves credit for being on the path of
but be hopeful for the religious develop-

would simply
If instead

vised,

down from heaven

the fabulous statue of Diana of the Ephesians; nor was

pered into any man's ear by a pigeon after the fashion

Mahomet

it

in

like

whis-

which

Koran; but God caused it to
all that was noblest
and purest in many generations of our fellow-men. We ought to
remember that there is not a book in it, and hardly a chapter, the
threads of which are not interwoven with the actual experience
of a human life. It is in this spirit that I have tried to write the
said that he received the

grow upon

story of

draw

the earth, and to

some of

My

the psalms.

ancient and sacred

poems

into itself

desire has been to bring these

into close connection with the lives of

—

men who wrote

them, men of like passions, and sins, and
and hopes, and aspirations, with ourselves. To do this will
not lessen our reverence for the psalms, and it may increase our
love.
For it will bring them home to us and give them the touch
the

trials,

— not

We

McClurg&

We

By Augustus

Jacobson.

Chicago:

A. C.

Co.; iSSS.

wish that this excellent

little

book might

find

its

way

to

the desk of every capitalist, as well as to the cot of every laborer.
It is

full

of thoughts and suggestions,

numerous labor troubles

the world, can be heeded none too soon.

ience in the Civil

War

which,

in

view of the

that at present are constantly agitating

warning

a timely

From
is

our recent exper-

given that the most

Mind,

much more

But with the increased
opportunities in all direction, especially those afforded by the public schools, their intelligence has increased and they feel today
more keenly than ever the disparity in the position between
employe and employer.
To us it seems that the labor question is on the surface a
struggle due to competition, which must be decided, as it were, in
accordance with the law of the survival of the fittest; and at bottom it is due to moral obliquity which can be rectified only by
moral regeneration. To afford every child, male and female, the
advantages of manual training, to accomplish which Mr. Jacobson devises a very ingenious scheme, the essential feature in
which (we refer to his plan of graded taxation) was, we believe,
contented than

at present.

—

—

would

fully pre-

life,

— we

feci

difficulties

between

interesting points the w liter

in attractive

the leading English Quarterly

and Philosophy,

form.

11.

l.

Review of Psychology

January contains a variety of interesting
matter. The first essay is by F. H. Bradley, on "Pleasure, Pain,
Desire and Volition;" J. McK. Cottrell gives an account of the
work done and results obtained in the Psychological Laboratory
at Leipsic; T. Whittaker treats of "Individualism and StateAction;" D. G. Ritchie contributes a paper on the "Origin and
for

Ideas." The discussions are on " Feeling or Inby W. E.Johnson; "Mill's Natural Kinds," by F.

Our

and C. L. Franklin; "The Aim of Inductive Reasoning," by J.
Solomon; and " Ethics and the Ideal," by W. L. Davidson. The
leading critical notice is on F. Max Miiller's "Science of
Thought," by the Editor; J. Sally reviews S. Bryant's "Educational Ends;" W. E.Johnson criticises "A Shoit Introduction to
Whittaker reviews two
the Study of Logic," by L. Johnstone;

T

foreign works, " Essai sur

and "Die
B.

had not a tithe, not a hundredth part of the
comforts they have to-day, and yet they were, all in all, very

many

they could to present the author's work

There is no doubt but that sacrifices,
have to be made. Whether they
will be made all at once, is questionable.
But if the revolution,
which must inevitably come, is to be a peaceable one, concessions
must gradually be made by both parties.
Not that the author has discovered a universal panacea for
the labor question, as his expressions sometimes lead us to infer
he thinks. Far from it. The great merit of the book is that, as
its title indicates, it points the way to "Higher Ground."
In
fact, we cannot but express our opinion that, considering what he
intended, the author has sounded an entirely wrong note. He lays
far too much stress on the benefits that would be derived from a
universalization of manual training.
Forty years ago the poorer
classes in this country

course could be de-

that

Mr. Jacobson presents his thought very clearly
and very tersely. We hope that he may some time apply himself
with equal energy to pointing the way to still higher ground by
endeavoring to construct a system of practical moral training.
The letter-press is excellent and the publishers have done all

a very full

will

a

touches upon.

expensive method of settling the labor question would be by means
of lawlessness and soldiers.
and very great ones at that,

— one

regret that lack of space prevents our entering into a

difference,"

Higher Ground.

such

if

theoretical, but practical,

detailed discussion of the

Validity of

of reality."

competition from a lower to a higher level.
manual training every individual could go

do much to obviate the many impending
employer and employe.

more

fall

— while,

confident that a step would have been taken which must ultim-

We ought

did not

one of his

raise

of

pare for just and right action in actual, practical
ately

it

in

Society for Ethical Culture,

through a course of moral training,

ment of our country when, in the preface of a book written bv a
clergyman, we read the following passage: " A desiccated Bible
will have small power with anybody except the superstitious.
to be grateful that

New York

perhaps, developing the individual would not lessen competition;
it

This book is written from the old theological platform. The
author's views of God, prayer and salvation betray that he is not
yet free from the supernaturalism of former centuries. Nevertheless Mr.

737

Willensfreilieit
list

le

Litre Arbitre," hy G. L. Fonsegrine;

der Menschen" by F.

of notices of

new

J.

Mack.

There

is

books, both English and foreign.

Barunquet contributes a sketch of the correspondence of

Hegel, edited by his son, and recently published.

The

February number

of LipjrincoW s

Magazine

is

devoted to

an exhibition of the better half of humanity in some of those
It is
avocations which modern society has thrown open to it.
thoroughly a woman's number, and the selection of the contribuFrom the pen of Mrs. A. L.
tions has been wise and varied.
Wister we have an excellent and appreciative translation from the
German of E. Werner, entitled the "Spell of Home." Mrs.

A sonnet from
lost none of the grace of adaptation.
Helen Gray Cone, and poems by Sarah M. B. Piatt, Ella Wheeler
Wilcox, and Edith M. Thomas follow. Amelie Rives shows herself
in a new and interesting light in the " Man of the Golden Fillet,"
Wister has

a striking story of ancient Athens.

It is

a faithful reproduction of

and thought of classic Greece. A racy and entertaining
sketch by Belva A. Lockwood, " My Efforts to Pecome a Lawyer," is a contribution from a member of the bar. The number
the

life

well illustrates the activity of

The

women

in

every sphere of thought.

February Atlantic might almost be called an exceptiongood number. In this issue the serial story by Mrs. Oliphant
and Mr. Aldrich, "The Second Son," is concluded. Charles Egbert Craddock adds several characteristic chapters to her " Despot
Among the prose articles those on the
of Broomsedge Cove."
"Medea of Euripides," by William C. Lawton, and on "The
Marriage Celebration in Europe," by Frank Gaylord Cook, are
George Parsons Lathrop contributes an.
particularly valuable.

ally
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interesting critical article on "

Perkins an essay on

George Meredith," and James

Madame

"

poetical contributions vie with the prose for

B.

In this number the

Necker."

first

place.

New

—

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
The Doctor

IV. —Concluded.

looked through the

window

into the

Sleep and peace lay over the wide space;
from a distance sounded the tread of the watchman who

-dark court.

rounds through the homestead, and then the
suppressed howl of the farm dog.
his

Here we

are," he said, at last, "

two genuine adWhether we shall

venturers in the enemy's fortress.

away from

carry anything

it,

very doubtful," he con-

is

tinued, looking significantly at his friend, with a smile.
" It is doubtful," said the Professor, measuring the

room with long
"

What
is

The
"

is

Fritz

are very absent-minded

to tell
I

am

man ought

to

you.

"

I

do not

I

have strong but con-

trying to control.

I

fear I

an impression against which a

guard himself.

feel

Ask me nothing
hand vehe-

Fritz, deeply troubled, placed himself

How

on

his bed,

and

does our host please you?" he asked, in a low

tone; and in order to appear unconcerned, tapping with
his foot

on the

off the second boot in slightly discordant

does the eldest boy please you?

and said with decision:

it,

"

I

am

consideration that

and that

pitality,

is

origin," the Doctor proceeded,

" broad shoulders, giant height,
in

every movement.
Copyright.

The

but

I

beg you

I

to take into

hos-

of

it

beyond to-morrow morning."
" Fritz," cried the Professor, with deep feeling,

my

are

tender dear friend, have patience with

me

"you

to-day."

So saying, he turned round, and breaking the conversaapproached the window.
This
Fritz was almost beside himself with anxiety.
noble man, so confident in all he wrote, so full of delibeven with regard

eration, and so firm in decision,

obscurest passag.es

—and

man

this

now

on a past of

he was standing

stable,

and something

And what was

room.

He

be so disturbed?

jestic clearness

to the

now some emotion was work-

ing in him which shook his whole being.

at a

many thousand
window looking

could

years,

and

at a

cow

sounded through the

like a sigh
to

How

could look back with ma-

come of it?

These thoughts

occupied incessantly the Doctor's mind.
Fritz feigned to sleep, but

up and down the room;
was always peeping from

under the bedclothes

excited friend.

did the Professor pace

at his

At

last the

Soon

his

open countenance,

solidity

children also are of the same

deep breathing showed that benefi-

cent nature had softened the pulses of that beating heart.

But the Doctor's anxiety held
ciously.

From

its

ground more

pertina-

time to time he raised his head from his

pillow, searched for his spectacles on the nearest chair,

without which he could not see the Professor, and spied
tacles,

and lay

at the other bed, again

down on

took off his spec-

the pillow with a gentle sigh.

This act of friendship he repeated many times, till at last
fell into a deep sleep, shortly before the sparrows

he

sang their morning song

in the

CHAPTER

vine arbor.
V.

AMONG HERDS AND SHEAVES.
The

to."

Saxon

it;

we have forced ourselves on their
we ought not to take advantage

floor.

of old

when

ready to respect your humor, even

cannot quite understand

worthy man," answered the Professor, again
stopping, "but his manner is different from what we are
" lie

has the

Fritz placed both boots before the bed, and himself

upon

"A

accustomed

He

laconically.

through them

unhappy."

looked for a boot-jack.
"

drew

How

his bed.

further, Fritz," he continued, pressing his

mently.

rejoined the Professor,

Professor extinguished the light and threw himself on

still.

daj' received

this

sensible

"you

not usually your way."

Professor stood

fused feelings, which

have

fit,"

bright hair of his sister."
" It cannot be compared," said the Professor, again

Long

the matter with you, Felix?" asked Fritz,

have nothing

I

similitude does not

mood.

strides.

anxiously, after a pause;

which

The

"

tion,

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER

"

of a

roughly, continuing his walk.

"
Keynote, published at 12 East Fourteenth street,

York, is an illustrated monthly review devoted chiefly to music
and the drama. There can be no doubt but that among periodicals
of it?, kind it takes firsi rank. It is bright and newsy, contains
capable and dignified criticisms of ihe most important musical and
dramatic events, interesting biographical sketches of prominent
actors and musicians, and frequently publishes literary contributions of more permanent value.
Such is the article, "The Elementary Principles of the Modern Opera and their Relation to
the Greek Lyrical Drama," by G. B. Penny, in which the writer
traces in a very interesting and scholarly manner, the evolution
of the Wagner music drama from the old Greek play. A valuable feature of the Keynote is the supplement, which contains
four pages of standard music by modern composers.

went

somewhat

is

Winter."

The

is

Thusnelda."

Especially

"Endymion," a poem of five pages by James Russell Lowell, which he himself describes as " A Mystical Comment on Titian's 'Sacred and Piofane Love;'" and a delightful
and appropriate little lyric by T. B. Aldrich, "No Songs in
noteworthy

nature," he continued; "the daughter

friends on

awakening heard the clock

in the

courtyard striking, the wagons rolling before the win-

dow, and the

bells of the herds tinkling.

they looked bewildered

at

For

a

moment

the wall of the strange room,

and through the window out on the sunny garden.

—
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While

the Doctor wrote his

his bundle, the Professor

memoranda and packed up
out.
The daily work

walked

had long begun the men with
;

their

teams were gone

to

the field; the Inspector hastened busily about the open

old reminiscences of thousands of years had brought

among

The

The

mist hovered over the earth, subduing the clear

morning sun, blending

light of the

The

houses and trees

ness of the

dewy

still

night

still

cast

it

with

a delicate grey.

long shadows, the cool-

lingered

in

shady places, and

the light breeze fanned the cheeks of the learned man,

now

with the warmth of the early daylight,

now with

the refreshing breath of night.

He walked

Amid

in

order to acquaint himself with the place, of which hence-

was

forth he

The

persons

have mingled recollections in his soul.
dwelt here had with some hesitation

to

him, and

life to

toral existence

appeared

Everywhere he could

to

much

in this

simple pas-

him pleasing and desirable.
what influences pro-

easily see

and energy. The tasks for each one and
the duties for every day grew in the soil of the farm and
activity

the surrounding country.

world were

He

felt

in

all

keenly

Their views of

life

and of the

accordance with their surroundings.

how

worthily and happily

men

can live

Looking

full

saw

a

num-

milk-pails to the dairy.

Be-

stalls.

up, he

hind them went Use, in a simple morning dress; her
fair hair

was

shone

in

the sun like spun

gold, and

her step

The

brisk and vigorous like the early morn.

fessor

Pro-

shy about approaching her; his eyes followed

felt

her thoughtfully; she also was one of the forms which
henceforth was to

—

him, the ideal of his

within

live

perhaps of

how powerfully?

For how long? and

his wishes.

Hot

lie did

emperors would be active

Roman

realize that his

answering

in

this

question

within the next hour.

who

disclosed their

duced

these thoughts the lowing of the cattle sounded

ber of maids carrying

dreams

about the buildings and the farmyard

of the

to the difference of occupation.

agreeably from the

landscape shone in the light of a cloudless sky.

him

how different was the
man who ruled here, owing

these country people, and

mind and judgment

barns; encircled by the dogs the bleating sheep thronged
before the stable.

739

The

proprietor

came

across the farm-yard and, greet-

ing the Professor, invited him to take a short walk into
the

As

fields.

the

two walked together

and yet so different

manners

— many

in face

and

— both able men,

figure, in

would have noted

the

mind and

contrast with

deep interest, and Use not last among them. But any
one who had not the eyes of a treasure-seeker or exorcist
could not

perceive

how

were the

different

invisible

retinues of tiny spirits that flitted round the temples and

—comparable

whose own being is so firmly interwoven with nature
and the primitive necessities of man. But for himself
his life was regulated by other influences, was actuated
by the thousand impressions of ancient and modern
times, and not unfrequently by the forms and circumstances of the distant past.
For a man's life-work is
more to him than the passing labor of the da}', and all
that he has done continues to work within as a living
reality.
The naturalist, whose desire for rare plants'
urges him up the steep height from which he can hardly
find his way back; the soldier, whose recollection of the
excitement of old battles impels him into new combats
these are both led by the power of thoughts which have
been excited in them by their past lives; and naturally
so.
Man is not the slave of that which he has experienced, if he is not debased by it; his will is free, he
chooses as he likes, and casts off what he does not care
to preserve; but the forms and ideas which have entered
into his soul work on and guide him unceasingly; he

shoulders of both,

has often to guard himself against their mastery, but in

the head of the

a thousand cases he joyfully follows their gentle guidAll that was and all that is continues far beyond
ance.
his mere earthly existence in every new being into which

companion how deep ploughing for green lupins
had been the custom of the Romans, and how rejoiced
he was that now after more than a thousand years this
old discovery had been brought to light again in our
farming. They then spoke of the change in agriculture, and the Professor mentioned how striking it was

it

penetrates.

It

may

influence millions, for ages,

— en-

nobling, elevating or degrading individuals and nations.

Thus
our

the spirits of the past, the forces of nature, even

own

actions and thoughts

become an

component

part of the soul, influencing our

the learned

man

smiled as he thought

how

inalienable,
lives.

Thus

the strange,

birds or bees.
in

The

spirits that

to

swarms

of countless

attended the farmer were

homely working garb, blue blouses and
among them a few forms in the

bandanas,

robes of Faith,

Hope and

On

Charity.

fluttering
indefinite

the other hand,

round the Professor swarmed an invisible throng of
phantoms with togas and antique helmets, in
purple robes and Greek chlamys, also athletes some
foreign

—

with bundles of rods and winged

hats.

The

little

retinue

of the proprietor flew incessantly over the fields and

back

swarm round the Professor remained steadily
At last the proprietor stopped at one particular

again; the

by him.

at it with great delight, and mentioned
had here succeeded by deep ploughing in growing
green lupins, then newly introduced into cultivation.
The Professor seemed surprised; among, his spirit
field;

he looked

that he

retinue there arose a confused stir;

one of the small

antique spirits flew to the nearest clod of earth and
fastened thereto a delicate

web which

Professor.

it

Meanwhile

had spun from
the Professor

told his

that three

hundred years

after the

beginning of our

era,

the corn exchanges at the harbors of the Black Sea and

Asia Minor were so similar

to those of

Hamburg

and

—
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London

modern days, while

in

at

The Doctor opened

present other agricul-

produce was principally cultivated there

tural

in

the

warmly repeated

When

his door.

the invitation

to

the Proprietor

him, he looked for a

he assured the Professor that

moment earnestly at his friend, and when the latter gave
him a friendly nod, he also accepted for the few days
which were still free before the promised visit to his
relatives.
Thus it happened that the Emperor Diocletian, fifteen hundred years after he had involuntarily
left the world, exercised his tyrannical power over the
Professor and Proprietor.
Whether there were other
ancient powers activelv working in secret, is not ascer-

for the lost value

tained.

East.

Finally, he told

Roman

imposed by a

him of

a grain tariff

which was

emperor, and that unfortunately

of wheat and barley, the two products on
which then depended other prices and duties, were effaced from the stone tablet that had been preserved.
And he explained why this loss was so much to be lamented. Now the heart of the host began to expand, and

the price

it need not be lamented,
might be fixed from the price of the
remaining produce of the straw and husk, because all
agricultural produce taken as a whole had a firm and
ancient relative value.
He gave this relation of their
productive value in figures, and the Professor discovered
with joyful astonishment that they agreed with the tariff

Emperor Diocletian.
While the men were carrying on
wide-awake

but her look

her father's information that

silently to

would be

fell

his guests

From

this

this desultory con-

probably the

spirit,

never lived
if

country,

in the

they had returned to a

felt

prietor, placed himself in his purple robe

there

little feet

on the head of

on

his skull,

and

impressed the farmer with the belief that the Professor
a sensible

and worthy man,

tural produce.

It also

give him

pleased the proprietor well that he

man instruction in his own branches.

could give the learned

When,

who might

on the value and price of agricul-

further information

end of an hour, the two wanderers

at the

re-

and yet, even

was

it

home

they had once bustled about.

was

indispensable, and as

which years before
was a busy life there,

in

It

when work was most

pressing and earnest,

it.
Without much
worked in unison. The davlight was the
supreme patron, who, at its rise, called to work, and
when extinguished gave rest to weary limbs; the laborers looked up to the sky to measure their hours of work,

ado they

a

cheerful repose about

all

and the sun and the clouds influenced their frame of
mind, sometimes inducing comfort and sometimes
anxiety.
Slowly and gently, as nature draws the blos-

turned to the house, the proprietor stopped at the door

soms out of the earth and matures the

and said with some solemnity to the Professor, " When
I brought you here yesterday, I little knew whom I

ings of these

had with me.
pitably a

come
with

It

man

grieves

a pleasure to

whom

me

me;

that I greeted so inhos-

Your acquaintance has

like you.

is

it

rare to

meet with

As you

are traveling

for

be-

a person

one can speak on various subjects

can with you.

as

one

country host can

make

It is

indeed not a season

when

the house agreeable to his guests,

you must be content. If you wish to work, and require books, you may have them brought here; and
pray observe whether the Romans had winter barley
which was lighter than ours. Do me the honor by accepting my invitation."
So saying, he cordially extended his hand to his guest.
The Professor's countenance beamed with delight; he eagerlv clasped the
hand of his friendly host. "If you are willing to keep
me and my friend some days longer, I accept your inso

vitation with

sight into a

all

new

able to me, but

my

heart.

still

of

you have treated us."
"Settled!" exclaimed
"

now we

will call

I

must

human

tell

you that the

in-

most valumore so the kindness with which

circle

interests

is

the

proprietor,

cheerfully;

and

natures

the feel-

fruits.

In

Small

kind words or a friendly

bond round these various

look, sufficed to entwine a firm

— a bond woven with invisible threads; but which

attained a strength sufficient to last through a

The

friends also

whole

life.

the influence of the peace, daily

felt

and small events of the country.

Only when

they looked toward the old house and thought of the
led them hither, did something of the
come over them which children feel when
expecting a Christmas-box; and the quiet work of their

hope which had

disquiet

fancy threw a brilliant light over
the house, even
early as the

wagging

down

to

the

all

second day, expressed

of his

tail,

his

that belonged to

barking Nero, who, as

wish

to

by the vehement

be taken into their

fellowship at table.

The Doctor
friend

was

did not fail to

attracted

by

this

remark how strongly his
life, and with what

quiet

tact

he adapted himself to the inhabitants of the house.

The

proprietor, before he rode to the distant part of the

some agricultural books, and spoke
him of the different varieties of grain, and the Professor answered him as modestly as a young gentleman
in top boots, and immersed himself forthwith earnestly
farm, brought him
to

your friend."

fruits, did

into blossoms

impressions, such as a few

activity,

a

men grow

peaceful relations the workers passed their lives.

recreation,

pray be pleased to pass some time with us simple folk
the longer the better.

on the strangers

welcomed by her also.
hour they were introduced into the house-

that they rejoiced in being

Emperor Diocletian himself, flew from the Professor,
made his way through the peasant spirits of the Prothe master, stamped with his

some time longer,

warm

so bright and

hold as old acquaintances, and both, though they, had

of his old

versation, a mischievous

Use listened
the gentlemen

THE OPKN
new

interests.
Also between Use and the Prowas an evident understanding, the cause of
which occasioned the Doctor some disquiet. When the
Professor spoke to her, it was with deep respect, both

in these

fessor there

and look, and Use always turned by preference
and
was quietly but incessantly endeavoring to
to him,
pleasure.
When at table he picked up her
give him
he
handed
it to her with a respectful bow
handkerchief,

When

looked as happy as

if

ing of some
evening,

difficult

when he

she handed him his cup he

he had discovered the secret meanpassage

sat

in

Then

an author.

with the father

garden and

in the

Use came behind them from the house,

in the

countenance

his

brightened up, though he had not yet seen her.

When

she distributed to the children their supper, and was
obliged to scold

Franz because he was naughty, the

little

Professor suddenly looked as dismal as

if

he himself

were a boy whom the displeasure of his sister was to
improve. These observations set the Doctor thinking.
Furthermore, when, shortly after the sturdy Hans
proposed to the Doctor to play a friendly game of blindman's-buff, Fritz assumed, as a matter of course, that

the Professor

would

meantime converse with the
dreamed of asking

in the

father in the arbor, and he never

anything so extravagant of

his learned friend as to join

game. How astonished then was he when Use,
having folded the handkerchief, approached the Professor, requested him to be blinded first, and he, the Professor, looked quite happy at the idea, offered his head
gently— like a lamb to the sacrifice to be covered, and
allowed himself to be led by Use into the midst of the
in the

—

rompers. Noisily did the swarm cirround the Professor; the impudent children pulled

circle of the little
cle

him by the

flaps of his coat,

even Use contrived

hold of a button and draw him gently by
in a state of

excitement; he

it.

to lay

This put him

about with his hands,

felt

and minded no attacks of the assaulting children, only
fair offender; and when he did not
succeed, he kept poking about with his sticks and grop-

seeking to seize the

ing like the blind singer

Now,

cian.

passed

at last,

Demodokus

whistled on

to catch a Phsea-

exactly upon Use, but she

hit

the end of the stick to her

sister,

and Clara

it,

but he exclaimed, "Fraiilein Use!"

was delighted

much

he

that he

She

had guessed wrong, and he looked

—

enchanted.
In such a bacchanalian

dered

at that the

Professor

mood
at

it

last

run a race twice around the square.
of the children

Hans

lost

was not to be wonupon Hans to
Amidst the shouts

called

the race, as he himself main-

tained because he had the inner side of the square, but

the

others

entirely rejected

this

When

excuse.

the

runners again came to the arbor, Use handed to the Pro-

which she had meanwhile fetched
" It is late, you must
the hall.
not take cold while with us."
It was not at all late, but
he put on the coat at once, buttoned it up from top to

fessor his great coat,

from the coat-rack

in

bottom, and, with a look of satisfaction, shook
nent

Hans by

the shoulder.

Afterwards they

his

all sat

again in the arbor, in order to cool themselves.

oppo-

down

Here,

at

demands of the little ones, a thaler was
while
passed round
a song was sung, and the more parthe vociferous

ticular part of the family loudly declared that the thaler

ground between Use and the Proit firmly enough into
each other's hands. By this game the love of song was
awakened among the young people, and great and small
sang together as loud as they could, such songs as had
become familiar to them " On the Cool Banks of the
Saal," " Song of the Cloak," and the catch of "The
After that Use and Clara, at the
Bells of Capernaum."
request of the Doctor, sang a folk-song, very simple and
unadorned, and perhaps on that account the melancholy
stvle touched the heart, so that after the song all were
quiet, and the strangers appeared much moved till the
Proprietor called upon the guests to contribute their
The Professor, recovering from his emotion,
share.
had twice fallen

to the

fessor, because they had not passed

—

began immediately to sing, in a rich-toned bass, " Here
I sit in a Cool Cellar," so that the boys in their enthusiasm drank up the remains of their glasses of milk and
Again the company broke
clinked them on the table.
out into a chorus; they began the dear old song, "Of
the Fatherland," so far as they knew the verses, and in
conclusion

The

they

Wild Chase."

attempted " Liitzow's

Doctor, as an experienced chorus-singer, carried

beautifully through the most difficult passaand the refrain sounded wonderfully in the calm
evening air; the tones passed along the vine arbor and

the

melody

ges,

puzzled.

Other games followed,

showed such

74i

branch with her hand in order to support herself with
her glowing face wreathed by the leaves of the nut-tree,
she looked so lovely and happy that the Doctor was also

in voice

as to a princess.

COURT.

dexterity

enchanted, though Franz

in all

of which the Professor

that the

children

were quite

called out indignantly that he

when he had the knotted
took the handkerchief,
however,
Use,
his astonishment and delight, struck him

up to the thicket
and came back from thence as an

wall, and over the top of the fruit trees
of the nearest

hill,

did not strike Use hard enough

echo.

handkerchief.

After this masterpiece the children's party broke up,
and they were unwillingly taken by Use to the house,

and,

much

to

heartily over the shoulders.

The Doctor

joined in the sports, and looked with

pleasure at the movements of the wild maidens in the
games; and when Use stood by a tree and laid hold of a

but the

men

continued in conversation a

little

longer;

they had laughed and sung together, and became confidential.

The

he had tried

Proprietor spoke of his early days,

his

luck here and

there,

and

at

last

how
had

—

—

——
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The

established himself firmly in this place.

struggle

had been weary and toilsome; he gladly
called it to mind at this hour, and spoke of it with the
good sense of an energetic man.
Thus passed the second day on the estate under sun
and stars, amongst the sheaves and herds.

of daily

life

—

The following morning the Professor was awaked
by the loud noise of the feathered farm-yard family; the
cock flew upon a stone under the window of the visitor's
room, and sounded his morning clarion imperiously,
the hens and young chickens stood in a circle round him,
and endeavored to practice the same art; in between the
sparrows chirruped loud, then the doves flew up and
cooed their song, at last there came a number of ducks
The Professor
and began quacking a second chorus.
found it necessary to rise, and the Doctor called out
querulously from his bed " That comes from yesterday's

was reading about agriculture and the rearing of cattle,
but he often looked from his book up to the sky,
opened the window and closed

was

now we

hear the

effect

of

the associated

all

in this he was in error, the
sung only from official zeal
to announce that a stormy day might be expected.
When the Professor went into the open air, the
morning light still glowed like fire in the heavens, and
the first rays of light shimmered over the fields in broken

But

farm-yard musicians."

and trembling waves.
drops hung on leaf or

The ground was dry, no dewThe air also was sultry,

the clear piping of the yellow thrush sounded from the

top of an old cherry tree incessantly.

The

old gardener,

Jacob, looked at the tree, shaking his head

:

"

I

thought

rogue had gone away, he has made too much
the cherries, and now he is giving us
information before he leaves; something is coming
that the

havoc

among

to-day."

Use, as she

" The cows
came from the dairy, said
low and push against one another."
:

are unquiet, they

The sun

rose red out of heavy vapor

in the field felt a

stopped

in

weariness
their

their limbs,

in

work

— the laborers

to

dry their

and continu-

The

faces.

shepherd was to-day discontented with his flock the
wethers were bent upon gamboling instead of eating,
they bucked against one another, and the young ones
;

they were

drawn by

frisked

and danced about

wires.

Disorder and wilfulness could not be restrained;

the

dog

with

circled

his tail

The

as

if

round the excited animals incessantly

between

restlessly

— the

alight vapor rose from the earth

which made the distance
about the tops

indistinct; the

of the

trees,

sparrows flew
the

down

We

"

to

tittle

empty

his pencil.

The

Professor

their

have trouble to-day," said the master of

shall

the outskirts;

am

I

if

"

{To

By work
heart.

I

will

ride

to

not back before the storm, look

house and farm."

after the

be continued.*)

mind one secures the repose of the

of the

— Jancourt.

Two-thirds of

are spent in hesitating, and the

life

Souvestre.

other third in repenting.

Tombs

are the clothes of the dead

monument

plain suit, and a rich

is

:

a

grave

is

but a

one embroidered.

Fuller.
Intellectual progress, separated

gives a fearful result:

a

from moral

progress.,

being possessing nothing but

A. de Gasparin.

brains.

There is nothing strictly immortal but immortality.
Whatever hath no beginning rmy be confident of no
end.
Sir Thomas Browne.

Most

painters have painted themselves.

most poets; not so
nothing

else.

still

The fool maintains an error with
man who can never be mistaken:

De

be mistaken.

and

Some have done
the assurance of

the

a.

man
man who

sensible

defends a truth with the circumspection of a

may

So have

plainly, not so palpably, indeed,

more assiduously.
A. W. Hare.

confessedly, but

Brinx.

He who allows his happiness to
who submits his pleasures

depend too much on
and
desires enjoyments only of the most refined nature, too
often ends by not having any at all.
Chamfort.
reason,

to examination,

—

much

care were taken to perpetuate a race of
done to prevent the mixture of ignoble
blood in horses and dogs, the genealogy of every onewould be written on his face and displayed in his manIf as

men

fine

ners.

—

We
two

as

is

J'ollalre.

would

letters

direct the attention of our readers to the

— " The

one comes from

Open Court and Religion

a minister of the

unknown

these letters

is

to

to us.

show

"

The

Church of England

Liverpool, the other from a liberal in St. Louis
personally

swallows

skimmed along the ground and circled round the men.
The friends went to their room; here also they felt the
exhausting sultriness; the Doctor, who was making a
plan of the house, laid

themselves

published under the head of " Correspondence."

his legs.

sun rose higher in the cloudless heavens

day became hotter

hardly allowed

the house to his daughter, on rising.

turf.

and the heads of the flowers drooped languidly on their
stalks.
Had a second sun appeared in the night? But

dinner

plates.

flock of the farm-yard

little

The

again.

it

quieter than usual, the host looked serious, and his

staff

:

sing- song;

ally

—

—

— —

Our

in

— both

object in publishing

that even such extremes

— the

most orthodox on the one hand, and the most radical on
the other

— find

in

The Open Court common ground

on which they can meet.

